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method includes determining a reflector size for an array of orbital slots with each other under international treaty by the 
feeds . The array may generate first frequency band spot International Telecommunication Union ( ITU ) , and the 
beams . Each first frequency band spot beam may have a first separation between slots depends on the coverage and 
beamwidth . The method also includes configuring the array frequency of operation of the satellites . For example , in at 
to include single band feeds to generate the first frequency 5 least some example embodiments , the separation between 
band spot beams for the satellite coverage perimeter . Based satellites may be between 2-3 degrees of orbital longitude . 
on the determined reflector size , the method also includes In at least some example embodiments , the separation determining a second beamwidth for second frequency band between satellites may be less than 2 degrees of separation . spot beams . The second beamwidth may be different than The separation of satellites in such a manner allows for the first beamwidth . The method also includes allocating one 10 frequency reuse for both uplink and downlink transmission . or more feeds in the array as multi - band feeds to generate For example , by separating adjacent satellites by a distance dual - band spot beams . Each of the dual - band spot beams 
may include a first frequency band spot beam and a second greater than the transmitting beamwidth ( i.e. , the angle , 
frequency band spot beam concentric with the first fre measured in a horizontal plane , between the directions at 
quency band spot beam . The number of multi - band feeds 15 which the power of the beam is at least one - half its maxi 
may be different than the number of single band feeds . mum value ) of an antenna associated with the ground station 

In yet another aspect , the present application describes a for uplink transmission , the same frequency for the com 
satellite system for providing dual - band satellite coverage munication signals may be employed to uplink to adjacent 
using a spot beam layout for a satellite coverage perimeter . satellites with interference at or below the coordinated level . 
The system may include a plurality of single band feeds 20 Similarly , if the separated distance between the adjacent 
generating first frequency band spot beams ; a multi - band satellites is greater than the receiving beamwidth of the 
feed to generate a first frequency band spot beam and a antenna associated with the ground station for downlink 
second frequency band spot beam concentric with the first transmission , the same frequency for the communication 
frequency band spot beam , the first frequency band spot signals may be employed to downlink from adjacent satel 
beam having a different beamwidth than the second fre- 25 lites with interference at or below the coordinated level . 
quency band spot beam , wherein the plurality of single band In order to perform communication functions , the satellite 
feeds and the multi - band feed collectively provide the is equipped with various components . For example , the 
dual - band satellite coverage , and wherein a plurality of first satellite may include a communication payload ( which may 
frequency band spot beams includes the first frequency band further include transponders , one or more antennas , and 
spot beams generated by the respective single band feeds 30 switching systems ) , engines ( to bring the satellite to the 
and the first frequency band spot beam generated by the desired orbit ) , tracking and stabilization systems ( used to 
multi - band feed ; and digital channelizer to digitize an orient the satellite and to keep the satellite in the correct 
uplink signal received via one of ( i ) a spot beam in the orbit ) , power subsystems ( to power the satellite ) and com 
plurality of first frequency band spot beams or ( ii ) the second mand and control subsystems ( to maintain communication 
frequency band spot beam , and to route the digitized signal 35 with ground control stations ) . 
for transmission via the other of the spot beam in the The transponder of the satellite forms a communication 
plurality of first frequency band spot beams or the second channel between two end - points to allow for communica 
frequency band spot beam . tions between the two end - points . The transponder also 

Other example embodiments of the present disclosure will defines the capacity of the satellite for communications . 
be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art from a review 40 The antenna of the satellite transmits and receives com 
of the following detailed description in conjunction with the munication signals . More specifically , the antenna is an 
drawings . electronic component that converts electric currents ( which 

Example embodiments of the present disclosure are not may be generated by a transmitter ) to propagating radio 
limited to any particular type of satellite or antenna . frequency ( RF ) signal during transmission , and converts 
Satellite Overview 45 induced RF signals to electric currents during reception . In 

Satellites are devices positioned in orbital space that are at least some example embodiments , the antenna may be 
used for various purposes . In one example embodiment , the associated with an amplifier which may amplify the power 
satellites are communication satellites . That is , they are of the transmitted or received RF signals . 
positioned in orbital space for the purpose of providing The communication signals may be microwave signals . 
communications . For example , communication satellites are 50 Microwave signals are RF signals that have wavelengths 
designed to relay communication signals between two end ranging from as long as one meter to as short as one 
points ( which may be stationary or mobile ) to provide millimeter . Equivalently , the frequency of the RF signals 
communication services such as telephone , television , radio may range from 300 MHz to 300 Ghz . More particularly , the 
and / or internet services . communication signals are within certain frequency bands 

The satellites may employ a variety of orbital paths 55 of microwave signals as they are more suited for satellite 
around the Earth . For example , satellites may have geosta communications . For example , in at least some example 
tionary orbits , molniya orbits , elliptical orbits , polar and embodiments , a satellite may operate within the frequency 
non - polar Earth orbits , etc. Communication satellites typi of the C - band defined by the ITU . The C - band is a portion 
cally have geostationary orbits . That is , the satellites have a of the electromagnetic spectrum that ranges from approxi 
circular orbit above the Earth's equator and follow the 60 mately 4 GHz to 8 GHz . That is , the communication signals 
direction of the Earth's rotation . A satellite in such an orbit are transmitted by and received at the satellite within such a 
has an orbital period equal to the Earth's rotational period , frequency range . 
and accordingly may appear at a fixed position in the sky for In some cases , the satellite may operate within frequen 
ground stations . cies higher than 8 GHz . For example , the satellite may 

Communication satellites are typically spaced apart along 65 operate within the frequency of the Ku - band . The Ku - band 
the geostationary orbit . That is , the satellites are positioned is the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that ranges 
in orbital slots . The satellite operators coordinate their use of from approximately 10 GHz to 18 GHz . 
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In at least some example embodiments , the satellite may collectively be described as a dual - band spot beam . In some 
operate within other high frequencies above the Ku - band . embodiments , the second frequency band spot beam may be 
For example , the satellite may operate within the Ka - band concentric with the first frequency band spot beam . That is , 
frequency . The Ka - band is the portion of the electromagnetic the first frequency band spot beam may share a boresight 
spectrum that ranges from approximately 26.5 GHz to 40 5 with the second frequency band spot beam . In some embodi 
GHz ( at present , the assigned slots for fixed satellite service ments , the first frequency band spot beam may be a Ka - band 
( FSS ) are 27-31 GHz for uplink and 17.7-21.2 GHz for spot beam and the second frequency band spot beam may be 
downlink ) . a Ku - band spot beam . 

In some examples , the satellite may be configured to In some embodiments , the first frequency band spot beam 
operate in more than one band . In one example , the satellite 10 may have a different beamwidth than the second frequency 
may be equipped to receive and transmit signals within the band spot beam . For example , the Ka - band beamwidth may 
C - band , Ku - band , and Ka - band . be smaller than the Ku - band beamwidth . In some embodi 

It will be appreciated that the satellites may operate within ments , the multi - band feeds 250 may include Ka - band and 
other microwave frequency bands . For example , the satel Ku - band waveguides and may combine RF signals from 
lites may operate in any one of the defined microwave 15 Ka - band and Ku - band frequencies using associated filters 
frequency bands ranging in frequencies from approximately and combining devices . Although one multi - band feed 250 
1 GHz to 170 GHz . Examples of other microwave frequency is illustrated in FIG . 2 , in some embodiments the dual - band 
bands may include the X - band , Q - band , V - band , etc. communication satellite system 200 may include any num 
Dual - Band Communication Satellite Systems ber of multi - band feeds 250 . 

Reference is now made to FIG . 1 , which is a block 20 In some embodiments , the multi - band feeds 250 may 
diagram of a conventional dual - band communication satel generate multi - band spot beams . For example , each multi 
lite system 100. The dual - band communication satellite band spot beam may include a first frequency band spot 
system 100 may be configured for Ku - band and Ka - band beam , a second frequency band spot beam , and a third 
frequencies . A Ku - band system 150 may be separate from a frequency band spot beam . The first frequency band spot 
Ka - band system 110. Each of the Ku - band system 150 and 25 beam , the second frequency band spot beam , and the third 
the Ka - band system 110 may include an antenna system . For frequency band spot beam may share a common boresight . 
example , the Ku - band system 150 may have a Ku - band That is , each of the spot beams in the multi - band spot beam 
antenna system 154 and the Ka - band system 110 may have may be concentric with other spot beams in the multi - band 
a Ka - band antenna system 114. The respective antenna spot beam . As an illustrating example , the first frequency 
systems may include feed networks and antennas for propa- 30 band spot beam may be an X - band spot beam , the second 
gating RF signals for the respective frequency bands . frequency band spot beam may be a Ku - band spot beam , and 

The Ku - band system 150 may include a Ku - band reflector the third frequency band spot beam may be a Ka - band spot 
156. The Ka - band system 110 may include a Ka - band beam . Although the X - band , nd , and Ka - band are 
reflector 116. Thus , each of the Ku - band system 150 and the referenced , the spot beams can be of any other frequency 
Ka - band system 110 may have its own reflector . The indi- 35 band . In some other embodiments , the multi - band spot beam 
vidual reflectors may be optimized for respective frequency may include a fourth frequency band spot beam or any 
bands . In some embodiments , the reflectors may have a number of additional band spot beams . 
diameter of 2 to 3 meters . In other embodiments , the In some embodiments , the number of multi - band feeds 
reflectors may be any size . The Ku - band sub - system 150 250 may be different than the number of single - band feeds 
may include a Ku - payload 152. The Ka - band subsystem 110 40 210. For example , the number of multi - band feeds 250 for 
may include a Ka - payload 112 . providing dual - band spot beams may be less than the 

Reference is now made to FIG . 2 , which is a block number of single band feeds 210 for providing single - band 
diagram of a dual - band communication satellite system 200 spot beams . 
in accordance with an embodiment the present application . The dual - band communication satellite system 200 may 
The dual - band communication satellite system 200 includes 45 also include a shared reflector 260. For example , the shared 
a Ka - band payload 212 and a Ku - band payload 252 . reflector 260 may be a Ka - band / Ku - band shared reflector . 
Although the illustrated dual - band communication satellite Rather than providing a first reflector for single band feeds 
system 200 may provide spot beams for the Ka / Ku band of and a second reflector for multi - band feeds , each of the 
frequencies , it will be appreciated that aspects of the present plurality of single band feeds 210 and the one or more 
application may be implemented for any other frequency 50 multi - band feeds 250 may transmit and receive signals using 
band pairs , such as C - band / Ku - band and Ka - band / Q - band of the shared reflector 260. That is , the shared reflector 260 
frequencies . may propagate and receive RF signals for both Ka - band 

The dual - band communication satellite system 200 frequencies and Ku - band frequencies . It will be appreciated 
includes an array of feeds for providing spot beams for a that the shared reflector 260 may be for any other frequency 
satellite coverage perimeter . For example , the array of feeds 55 bands . 
may include a plurality of single band feeds 210 and In some embodiments , the shared reflector 260 is for at 
multi - band feeds 250. The single band feeds 210 may least one single band feed 210 and for at least one multi 
provide first frequency band spot beams . For example , the band feed 250. In some other embodiments , the shared 
single band feeds 210 may provide Ka - band spot beams . reflector 260 is for each of the plurality of single band feeds 
Although two single band feeds 210 are illustrated , the 60 210 and for each of the multi - band feeds 250 in the array of 
dual - band communication satellite system 200 may include feeds . 
any number of single band feeds 210 . In some embodiments , the dual - band communication 

In some embodiments , each multi - band feeds 250 may satellite system 200 may include two or more shared reflec 
generate a first frequency band spot beam and a second tors 260 for propagating and receiving RF signals for single 
frequency band spot beam . In the description that follows , 65 band feeds 210 and multi - band feeds 250. In some embodi 
the first frequency band spot beam and the second frequency ments , a shared reflector 260 may be capable of propagating 
band spot beam generated by a multi - band feed 250 may and receiving RF signals for a set maximum number of 
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feeds . As an illustrating example , a shared reflector 260 may some embodiments , the array of feeds may include a plu 
be capable of supporting six single - band feeds and three rality of single band feeds 210 ( FIG . 2 ) and one or more 
multi - band feeds . Accordingly , if the array of feeds were to multi - band feeds 250 ( FIG . 2 ) , where the number of multi 
include twelve single band feeds 210 and six multi - band band feeds 250 may be less than the number of single - band 
feeds 250 , the dual - band communication satellite system 5 feeds 210. Even though the number of multi - band feeds 250 
200 may include two shared reflectors 260. Although the may be less than the number of single - band feeds 210 , 
example described above implements two shared reflectors because the shared reflector 260 may have a fixed size , 
260 for twelve single band feeds 210 and six multi - band dual - band satellite coverage may be provided . Although the 
feeds 250 , the system could include any number of single above example illustrates the beamwidth of Ku - band spot 
band feeds 210 and any number of multi - band feeds 250 , 10 beams being approximately double the natural beamwidth of 
and could further include any number of shared reflectors Ka - band spot beams , the Ku - band beamwidth may , in some 
210 for propagating and receiving RF signals for the single embodiments , be four times Ka - band beamwidth , or any 
band feeds 210 and multi - band feeds 250 . other multiple of beamwidth of the Ka - band spot beams . 

In some embodiments , the dual - band communication Spot Beam Layouts 
satellite system 200 may include two or more shared reflec- 15 Reference is now made to FIG . 4 , which a spot beam 
tors 260 and each shared reflector 260 may be the same size layout 400 for a satellite coverage perimeter 480 , in accor 
as another shared reflector 260. In some embodiments , a first dance with an embodiment of the present application . The 
shared reflector may be for propagating and receiving RF spot beam layout 400 may include Ka - band spot beams and 
signals for the plurality of single band feeds 210 and a Ku - band spot beams . The spot beam layout 400 may be 
second shared reflector may be for propagating and receiv- 20 provided by the dual - band communication satellite system 
ing RF signals for one or more multi - band feeds 250 . 200 of FIG . 2. The desired satellite coverage perimeter 480 
Accordingly , embodiments of the present application may is illustrated with dashed lines and may be a rectangular 
include two or more shared reflectors 260 having the same perimeter . Although the satellite coverage perimeter 480 is 
reflector size for propagating and receiving RF signals for illustrated as a rectangular perimeter , the desired satellite 
any number of single band feeds 210 and multi - band feeds 25 coverage perimeter 480 may be any other shape or combi 
250 . nation of shapes . 

A first frequency band spot beam may have a first beam The spot beam layout 400 of FIG . 4 may include first 
width . A second frequency band spot beam may have a frequency band spot beams and second frequency band spot 
second beamwidth . In some embodiments , the shared reflec beams . For example , first frequency band spot beams may 
tor 260 may have a reflector size . The reflector size may be 30 be Ka - band spot beams and second frequency band spot 
based on at least one of a first beamwidth and a first beams may be Ku - band spot beams . The spot beam layout 
frequency band spot beam EOC peak - to - edge gain delta 400 of FIG . 4 may be generated by a plurality of single band 
requirement . In some embodiments , the reflector size may feeds 210 ( FIG . 2 ) and one or more multi - band feeds 250 
be based on at least one of a second beamwidth and a second ( FIG . 2 ) . 
frequency band spot beam EOC peak - to - edge gain delta 35 In some embodiments , the multi - band feeds 250 may each 
requirement . In some other embodiments , the reflector size generate a first frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , Ka - band 
may be based on consideration of both the first beamwidth spot beam ) and a second frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , 
and the second beamwidth . That is , instead of prioritizing Ku - band spot beam ) . A first frequency band spot beam and 
the reflector size based on a single beamwidth , the reflector a second frequency band spot beam generated by a multi 
size may be based on balancing the requirements of both the 40 band feed 250 may collectively be described as a dual - band 
first frequency band spot beam ( or first beamwidth ) and the spot beam . In the example illustrated in FIG . 4 , the first 
second frequency band spot beam ( or second beamwidth ) frequency band spot beam may have a smaller beamwidth 
for achieving a desired spot beam layout for providing than the second frequency band spot beam . That is , the first 
dual - band satellite coverage . frequency band spot beams are illustrated with smaller 
Reference is now made to FIG . which is a chart 300 45 diameter circles than the second frequency band spot beams . 

illustrating a relationship of satellite spot beam half - power For the spot beam layout 400 of FIG . 4 , six multi - band 
beamwidth versus reflector size for example Ka - band and feeds 250 may generate six dual - band spot beams . That is , 
Ku - band frequencies . A plot of the half - power beamwidth each multi - band feed 250 may generate a dual - band spot 
( in degrees ) versus reflector diameter ( in meters ) for Ku beam . For example , a multi - band feed 250 may generate a 
band downlink at 11 GHz may be illustrated by a first curve 50 dual - band spot beam 414 indicated at a location identified by 
310. A plot of the half - power beamwidth ( in degrees ) versus the number 14. The dual - band spot beam 414 may include 
reflector diameter ( in meters ) for Ku - band uplink at 14.25 a first frequency band spot beam 414a ( small circle ) and a 
GHz may be illustrated by a second curve 320. A plot of the second frequency band spot beam 414b ( large circle ) . 
half - power beamwidth ( in degrees ) versus reflector diameter Accordingly , a dual - band satellite communication system 
( in meters ) for Ka - band downlink at 19.7 GHz may be 55 200 ( FIG . 2 ) may include six multi - band feeds 250 , and each 
illustrated by a third curve 330. A plot of the half - power of the six multi - band feeds 250 may generate a dual - band 
beamwidth ( in degrees ) versus reflector diameter ( in meters ) spot beam . Six dual - band spot beams are illustrated in FIG . 
for Ka - band uplink at 30 GHz may be illustrated by a fourth 4 and are indicated at locations identified by the numbers 10 , 
curve 340 . 12 , 14 , 27 , 29 , and 31. The locations of the six dual - band 

In some embodiments , the shared reflector 260 ( FIG . 2 ) 60 spot beams are graphically illustrated with small circles 
may have a fixed size and the spot beam half - power beam being thicker circles . 
width may be inversely proportional to an operating fre In addition to the six illustrated dual - band spot beams in 
quency . For example , as a Ka Tx - band frequency ( e.g. , 17.7 FIG . 4 , the spot beam layout 400 of FIG . 4 may also include 
to 22.0 GHz ) may be approximately double a Ku Tx - band a plurality of additional first frequency band spot beams 
frequency ( e.g. , 10.7 to 12.75 GHz ) , the natural beamwidth 65 ( e.g. , Ka - band spot beams ) . That is , in addition to the first 
of Ku - band spot beams may be approximately double the frequency band spot beams indicated at locations identified 
natural beamwidth of Ka - band spot beams . Accordingly , in by numbers 10 , 12 , 14 , 27 , 29 , and 31 ( discussed above ) , a 
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plurality of single band feeds 210 may generate the plurality nication satellite system 200 of FIG . 2. In some embodi 
of additional first frequency band spot beams at locations ments , the array of feeds , including the plurality of single 
indicated by numbers 1 to 9 , 11 , 13 , 15 to 26 , 28 , 30 , and 32 band feeds 210 ( FIG . 2 ) and one or more multi - band feeds 
to 40. Accordingly , 34 single band feeds 210 may generate 250 ( FIG . 2 ) , may be selectively configured for providing 
the additional 34 first frequency band spot beams at loca- 5 the spot beam layout 400 for the desired satellite coverage 
tions indicated by numbers 1 to 9 , 11 , 13 , 15 to 26 , 28 , 30 , perimeter 480 FIG . 4 ) . 
and 32 to 40. For ease of illustration , three first frequency At 502 , a first frequency band spot beam layout may be 
band spot beams generated by single band feeds 210 have provided . For example , the first frequency band spot beams 
been identified , such as first spot beam 421 , second spot may be Ka - band spot beams . Single band feeds 210 may 
beam 422 , and third spot beam 423. As will be apparent from 10 provide the Ka - band spot beams . As will be described with 
the present application , rather than requiring 40 multi - band reference to FIG . 6 , the first frequency band spot beam 
feeds 250 for generating the spot beam layout 400 of FIG . layout for a desired coverage perimeter 480 may be depen 
4,6 multi - band feeds 250 and 34 single band feeds 210 may dent on a Ka - band spot beam EOC diameter ( e.g. , beam 
generate the spot beam layout 400 of FIG . 4 . width ) and based on other design requirements for the 

Each illustrated spot beam may indicate an edge - of- 15 Ka - band spot beam . 
coverage ( EOC ) contour of a first frequency band spot beam For example , the first frequency band spot beam layout 
( e.g. , first spot beam 421 indicates the EOC contour of a may initially include the plurality of first frequency band 
Ka - band spot beam ) . In some embodiments , the EOC con spot beams numbered from 1 to 40 ( illustrated in FIG . 4 ) . 
tour may be based on a 3 dB ( half - power ) to 7 dB beam The first frequency band spot beam layout may include 
peak - to - edge gain delta . For example , a Ka - band beam- 20 contiguous first frequency band spot beams and may provide 
width , at its 3 dB EOC downlink gain delta level , may be 1.6 satellite coverage for the first frequency band for the area 
degrees . Thus , in the present example , a Ku - band beam within the desired coverage perimeter 480. In some embodi 
width may be two times the Ka - band beamwidth . ments , the method at 502 may be a preliminary step , as 

Based on the foregoing discussion , each of the 6 multi single band feeds 210 may be configured to provide the 
band feeds 250 and the 34 single band feeds 210 may receive 25 plurality of first frequency band spot beams . However , as 
and transmit RF signals using the shared reflector 260 ( FIG . will be apparent at the method at 508 , one or more of the 
2 ) . As described above , in some embodiments , a shared single band feeds 210 may be exchanged for a multi - band 
reflector 260 may be capable of propagating and receiving feed 250 for providing both a first frequency spot beam and 
RF signals for a maximum number of feeds , where the feeds a second frequency spot beam ( e.g. , dual - band spot beam ) . 
in the maximum number of feeds could include any of either 30 Once an initial first frequency band spot beam layout is 
the single band feeds 210 ( FIG . 2 ) or the multi - band feeds provided , at 504 , satellite coverage and capacity require 
250 ( FIG . 2 ) . Accordingly , two or more shared reflectors 260 ments may be evaluated . For example , if an initial first 
may be needed if the number of feeds in the array of feeds frequency band spot beam layout does not provide for 100 % 
exceeds the maximum number of feeds that may first frequency band satellite coverage for the coverage 
ported by one shared reflector 260 . 35 perimeter , the first frequency band spot beam layout design 
Some embodiments of the dual - band communication sat process at 502 may be iterated . In another example , the data 

ellite system 200 in the present application may utilize a throughput or capacity requirement for the spot beams may 
fewer total number of reflectors as compared to a conven be evaluated . If the data throughput or capacity requirements 
tional dual - band communication satellite system 100 ( FIG . are not met , the first frequency band spot beam layout design 
1 ) . In the conventional dual - band communication satellite 40 process at 502 may be iterated . 
system 100 , a specifically sized Ka - band reflector 116 ( FIG . If the satellite coverage and capacity requirements are 
1 ) may be required for first frequency band feeds ( e.g. , met , at 506 , satellite system manufacturing costs may be 
Ka - band feeds ) . Further , a second specifically sized Ku evaluated . For example , a first satellite system with greater 
band reflector 156 ( FIG . 1 ) may be required for second number of feeds may be more expensive than a second 
frequency band feeds ( e.g. , Ku - band feeds ) . In contrast , a 45 satellite system with lesser number of feeds . Accordingly , if 
dual - band communication satellite system 200 of the present a satellite system does not meet cost requirements , the first 
application may include a shared reflector 260 capable of frequency band spot beam layout design process may be 
both propagating and reflecting RF signals for both single iterated . That is , an iterated first frequency band spot beam 
band feeds 210 ( e.g. , Ka - band feeds ) and multi - band feeds layout may be provided by a satellite system utilizing fewer 
250 ( e.g. , for generating Ka - band and Ku - band signals ) . 50 number of feeds , but may require that each first frequency 
Accordingly , because the shared reflector 260 may be spot beam have increased EOC coverage . In some embodi 
capable of servicing either of first frequency band signals ments , other manufacturing or material related costs for the 
and second frequency band signals , the total number of dual - band satellite communication system 200 may be 
required reflectors for servicing the array of single band evaluated . 
feeds 210 and multi - band feeds 250 may be less than the 55 Although multiple frequency bands are implemented with 
total number of required reflectors in the conventional multi - band feeds 250 ( FIG . 2 ) , in some embodiments , it may 
dual - band communication satellite system 100 ( e.g. , total not be necessary to optimize signal transmission and recep 
number of required reflectors including number of Ka - band tion performance for all frequency bands involved . For 
reflectors 116 and Ku - band reflectors 156 ) . That is , the example , if multi - band feeds 250 provide a dual - band spot 
dual - band communication satellite system 200 of the present 60 beam including a Ka - band spot beam and a Ku - band spot 
application may be optimized to utilize a minimum number beam , in some embodiments , it may not be necessary to 
of reflectors . optimize the signal transmission and reception performance 

Reference is now made to FIG . 5 , which is a flowchart for both the Ka - band spot beam and the Ku - band spot beam . 
illustrating a method 500 for providing a dual - band spot To minimize costs , a multi - band feed 250 may be configured 
beam layout plan in accordance with an embodiment of the 65 to generate Ka - band spot beams for optimal Ka - band signal 
present application . For ease of description , the method 500 transmission and reception performance , while the multi 
may be described with reference to the dual - band commu band feed 250 may not necessarily be configured to generate 

be sup 
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Ku - band spot beams for optimal Ku - band signal transmis layout 670 and may relate to the second frequency band spot 
sion and reception performance . That is , the Ku - band signal beam layout process at 508 ( FIG . 5 ) . 
transmission and reception performance may be acceptable , In some embodiments , the first frequency band spot beam 
but may not be fine optimized . layout 610 may be based on a first frequency band beam 

If the satellite system manufacturing costs are met , at 508 , 5 width . For example , the first frequency band spot beam 
a second frequency band spot beam layout may be provided . layout 610 may be based on a Ka - band spot beam EOC 
For example , one or more feeds in the array may be selected diameter 620. Ka - band spot beams with a determined Ka 
or allocated as a multi - band feed 250 for generating a band spot beam EOC diameter 620 may be selectively 
dual - band spot beam ( see e.g. , dual - band spot beam 414 in positioned within the first frequency band spot beam layout 

10 610 to provide desired Ka - band frequency coverage . For FIG . 4 ) . For example , the method at 502 configured single 
band feeds 210 to provide a plurality of first frequency band example , a large first frequency band beamwidth may pro 

vide first frequency band coverage using fewer first fre spot beams . However , because dual - band satellite coverage quency band spot beams , whereas a small first frequency may be desired , a subset of the single band feeds 210 may beamwidth may require more spot beams to provide first be exchanged for a multi - band feed 250 for providing both 15 frequency band coverage for the same given satellite cov a first frequency spot beam and a second frequency spot erage area . 
beam ( e.g. , dual - band spot beam ) . At 508 , the array of feeds In other embodiments , the first frequency band spot beam may now include a plurality of single band feeds 210 and layout 610 may be based on Ka - band system parameters 
one or more multi - band feeds 250. At 508 , the number of 630 , such as coverage requirements and / or EOC , EIRP , and 
multi - band feeds 250 for generating first frequency spot 20 G / T requirements . For example , the first frequency band 
beams may be less than the number of single band feeds 210 spot beam layout 610 may be based on a first frequency band 
that were configured at the method at 502. Overall , the spot beam EOC peak - to - edge gain delta requirement . If a 
preliminary configuration of the array to include single band first frequency spot beam EOC peak - to - edge gain delta 
feeds 210 at 502 may be modified at 508 . requirement may be relaxed ( e.g. , relaxed to range of 8 dB 
Referring again to FIG . 4 , multi - band feeds 250 may 25 to 10 dB ) , the first frequency band beamwidth may be 

generate dual - band spot beams at layout location numbers enlarged and the number of single band frequency feeds 
10 , 12 , 14 , 27 , 29 , and 31. Using the third dual - band spot needed for providing first frequency band coverage may 
beam 414 identified by location 14 in FIG . 4 as an example , decrease . Referring again to FIG . 4 , the spot beam layout 
dual - band spot beams may include a first frequency band 400 may contain an array of spot beams having eight ( 8 ) 
spot beam 414a ( e.g. , Ka - band spot beam ) and a second 30 Ka - band spot beams across and five ( 5 ) Ka - band spot beams 
frequency band spot beam 414b ( e.g. , Ku - band spot beam ) . deep . If the Ka - band spot beam EOC peak - to - edge gain delta 
The Ku - band spot beam may be concentric with the Ka - band requirement were relaxed , the Ka - band beamwidth may 
spot beam . That the Ka - band spot beam and the Ku - band increase and the number of Ka - band spot beams for provid 
spot beam may be circular and may share a common ing Ka - band satellite coverage ( e.g. , spot beam layout 400 of 
boresight . Although the spot beams are described as being 35 FIG . 4 ) for the same given satellite coverage area may 
circular , in some embodiments , the spot beams may be decrease . 
non - circular ; however , the first frequency band spot beam In some embodiments , the Ka - band beam EOC diameter 
414a and the second frequency band spot beam 414b may 620 may be based on Ka - band payload 212 ( FIG . 2 ) param 
share a common boresight . Because the Ku - band spot beam eters or requirements , such as high power amplifier ( HPA ) 
4146 may have a beamwidth that is larger than the Ka - band 40 output power requirements and / or front end noise figure 
spot beam 414a , fewer multi - band feeds 250 for providing requirements . In some embodiments , the Ka - band beam 
dual - band spot beams may be required for providing dual EOC diameter may be based on Ka - band user terminal 
band satellite coverage for a desired coverage perimeter 480 . parameters , such as dish or reflector size parameters and 
In some embodiments , when providing a second frequency uplink power parameters . The present description provides a 
band spot beam layout , dual - band spot beam location ( s ) may 45 brief listing of Ka - band system and / or payload parameters ; 
be selected based on desired dual - band satellite coverage however , other Ka - band related parameters may be taken 
requirements . For example , the dual - band spot beam loca into account . 
tion ( s ) may be selected based on identification of highly Once a Ka - band spot beam EOC diameter ( e.g. , beam 
populated regions within the satellite coverage perimeter . width ) is determined for the first frequency spot beam layout 

Based on the foregoing discussion , it will be apparent that 50 610 , a reflector size 622 may be determined . That is , based 
the method 500 at 502 includes a preliminary allocation of on a required operating frequency ( or frequency range ) and 
single band feeds 210 ( FIG . 2 ) for generating first frequency the determined first frequency spot beam EOC diameter , a 
band spot beams . Thereafter , the method 500 at 508 includes reflector size 622 may be determined . In some embodiments , 
iterating the array allocation of feeds such that one or more the reflector size 622 may be determined based at least in 
single band feeds 210 configured at 502 may be substituted 55 part on the half - power beamwidth versus reflector diameter 
for multi - band feeds 250 at 508. The substituted multi - band relationship illustrated in FIG . 3 . 
feeds 250 may still provide the first frequency band spot The second portion 608 may relate to a dual - band spot 
beam , but may additionally provide a second frequency beam layout 670 and may relate to the second frequency 
band spot beam being concentric with the first frequency band spot beam layout design process at 508 of FIG . 5. In 
band spot beam . 60 some embodiments , the dual - band spot beam layout 670 

Reference is now made to FIG . 6 , which is a chart 600 may be based on a Ku - band spot beam EOC diameter and a 
illustrating additional details relating to the method of FIG . determination of the number and sequence order of multi 
5 in accordance with an embodiment of the present appli band feeds 250 ( FIG . 2 ) in an array of feeds ( collectively 
cation . A first portion 602 may relate to a first frequency identified in FIG . 6 as 660 ) . The shared reflector 260 ( FIG . 
band spot beam layout 610 and may relate to the first 65 2 ) may be used for propagating and receiving RF signals for 
frequency band spot beam layout process at 502 ( FIG . 5 ) . A both single band feeds 210 ( FIG . 2 ) and multi - band feeds 
second portion 608 may relate to a dual - band spot beam 250. Based on the previously determined reflector size 622 
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and the operating frequency ( or frequency range ) of the may be removed when multi - band feeds 250 may be con 
Ku - band RF signals , a Ku - band spot beam EOC diameter figured to replace single band feeds 210 in an array of feeds . 
may be determined based in part on the half - power beam For example , when a first frequency band layout 610 is 
width versus reflector diameter relationship illustrated in initially provided , single band feeds 210 may be allocated 
FIG . 3 . 5 for generating first frequency band spot beams at locations 

In some embodiments , the dual - band spot beam layout identified with numbers 10 , 12 , 14 , 27 , 29 , and 31 ( FIG . 4 ) . 
670 may be iteratively determined based on ( 1 ) the number However , when the dual - band spot beam layout 670 is 
of available multi - band feeds 250 ; ( 2 ) identification of high provided , the single band feeds 210 generating first fre 
throughput demand areas ; and ( 3 ) the required second quency band spot beams at locations identified with numbers 
frequency band service coverage area . For example , refer- 10 10 , 12 , 14 , 27 , 29 , and 31 , may be replaced with multi - band 
ring again to FIG . 4 , the configuration of the array of feeds 250 for generating the first frequency band spot beams 
multi - band feeds 250 generating dual - band spot beams ( e.g. , ( in addition to second frequency band spot beams ) at the 
identified numerically at 10 , 12 , 14 , 27 , 29 , and 31 of FIG . aforementioned spot beam locations . 
4 ) may be chosen based on identified high throughput Reference is now made to FIG . 7 , which is another 
demand areas within the satellite coverage perimeter 480 15 example spot beam layout 700 for a satellite coverage 
( FIG . 4 ) . In some embodiments , where the number of perimeter 780 , in accordance with an embodiment of the 
multi - band feeds 250 may be limited , allocated multi - band present application . The spot beam layout 700 may include 
feeds 250 for providing dual - band spot beams may be spot beams for Ka - band and Ku - band frequencies . The spot 
" ear - marked ” for the “ highest ” throughput demand areas . beam layout 700 may be provided by the dual - band com 
For example , if 8 portions within the satellite coverage 20 munication satellite system 200. The desired satellite cov 
perimeter 480 desire dual - band coverage , but only 6 multi erage perimeter 780 is illustrated by dashed lines and may be 
band feeds 250 may be available for generating 6 dual - band a rectangular perimeter . Although the satellite coverage 
spot beams , the 6 portions within the satellite coverage perimeter 780 is illustrated as a rectangular perimeter , the 
perimeter 480 may be “ ear - marked ” as portions within the desired satellite coverage perimeter 780 may be any other 
satellite coverage perimeter 480 on which a multi - band feed 25 shape or combination of shapes . 
250 may generate a dual - band spot beam for . The spot beam layout 700 may include first frequency 
Referring still to FIG . 4 , as an illustrating example , band spot beams and second frequency band spot beams . For 

Ka - band spot beams ( e.g. , small circles ) may be configured example , first frequency band spot beams may be Ka - band 
for high throughput demand or data - intensive areas , whereas spot beams and second frequency band spot beams may be 
Ku - band spot beams ( e.g. , large circles ) may be for extend- 30 Ku - band spot beams . The spot beam layout 700 of FIG . 7 
ing data service coverage to areas where Ku - band frequen may be generated by a plurality of single band feeds 210 
cies may be required ( e.g. , for servicing less data - intensive ( FIG . 2 ) and one or more multi - band feeds 250 ( FIG . 2 ) . 
areas , for mitigating signal fade due to heavy rain condi In some embodiments , the multi - band feeds 250 may each 
tions , for servicing Ku - only user terminals , etc. ) . Further , generate a first frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , Ka - band 
Ku - band spot beams may provide supplemental data cover- 35 spot beam ) and a second frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , 
age capacity . Ku - band spot beam ) . In the example illustrated in FIG . 7 , the 

In some embodiments , the Ku - band spot beam EOC first frequency band spot beam may have a smaller beam 
diameter and the number / locations of multi - band ( or dual width than the second frequency band spot beam . That is , the 
band ) feeds ( e.g. , identified as 660 ) may be based on first frequency band spot beams are illustrated with smaller 
Ku - band system parameters 650. For example , the Ku - band 40 diameter circles than the second frequency band spot beams . 
system parameters 650 may include parameters such as For the spot beam layout 700 of FIG . 7 , three multi - band 
coverage requirements and / or EOC , EIRP , and G / T require feeds 250 may generate three dual - band spot beams . That is , 
ments . Further , the Ku - band system parameters 650 may each multi - band feed 250 may generate a dual - band spot 
include Ku - band payload requirements such as high power beam . For example , a multi - band feed 250 may generate a 
amplifier ( HPA ) output power requirements and / or front end 45 dual - band spot beam 715 indicated at a location identified by 
noise figure requirements . In some embodiments , the Ku the number 15. The dual - band spot beam 715 may include 
band system parameters 650 may also include Ku - band user a first frequency band spot beam 715a ( small circle ) and a 
terminal parameters , such as uplink power parameters and second frequency band spot beam 715b ( large circle ) . 
satellite dish size requirements . The present description Accordingly , a dual - band satellite communication system 
provides a brief listing of Ku - band system and / or payload 50 200 ( FIG . 2 ) may include three multi - band feeds 250 , and 
parameters ; however , other Ku - band related parameters may each of the three multi - band feeds 250 may generate a 
be taken into account . dual - band spot beam . Three dual - band spot beams are 

Based on the foregoing examples , it will be apparent that illustrated in FIG . 7 and are indicated at locations identified 
one or more multi - band feeds 250 may generate dual - band by the numbers 9 , 15 , and 28. For example , a first dual - band 
spot beams for a dual - band spot beam layout 670 and a 55 spot beam 709 , a second dual - band spot beam 715 , and a 
plurality of single band feeds 210 may generate first fre third dual - band spot beam 728 are illustrated . The locations 
quency band spot beams for a first frequency band layout of the three dual - band spot beams are graphically illustrated 
610. It will be understood that , in some embodiments , an with small circles being thicker circles . 
initial or first frequency band layout 610 may be generated In addition to the three illustrated dual - band spot beams in 
by a plurality of single band feeds 210. However , the 60 FIG . 7 , the spot beam layout 700 of FIG . 7 may also include 
number of single band feeds 210 generating the first fre a plurality of additional first frequency band spot beams 
quency band layout 610 may be adjusted when a dual - band ( e.g. , Ka - band spot beams ) . In addition to the first frequency 
spot beam layout 670 may be generated by one or more band spot beams indicated at locations identified by numbers 
multi - band feeds 250. That is , the multi - band feeds 250 may 9 , 15 , and 28 ( discussed above ) , a plurality of single band 
provide first frequency band spot beams in addition to 65 feeds 210 may generate the plurality of additional first 
second frequency band spot beams . Duplicate first fre frequency band spot beams at locations indicated by num 
quency band spot beams generated by single band feeds 210 bers 1 to 8 , 10 to 14 , 16 to 27 , and 29 to 40. Accordingly , 
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37 single band feeds 210 may generate the additional 37 first system and may simplify the antenna network and configu 
frequency band spot beams at locations indicated by num ration design . For example , multi - band feeds 250 may cost 
bers 1 to 8 , 10 to 14 , 16 to 27 , and 29 to 40. For ease of more than single band feeds 210. Therefore , embodiments of 
illustration , three first frequency band spot beams generated the present application may use fewer multi - band feeds 250 
by single band feeds 210 have been identified , such as fourth 5 than single band feeds 210 ( e.g. , for generating the dual 
spot beam 724 , fifth spot beam 725 , and sixth spot beam 726 . band spot beam layout 400 of FIG . 4 , 6 multi - band feeds 250 As will be apparent from the present application , rather than may be required , rather than 40 multi - band feeds 250 ) . requiring 40 multi - band feeds 250 for generating the spot Further , as the Ku - band beamwidth may be different than beam layout 700 of FIG . 7 , 3 multi - band feeds 250 and 37 the Ka - band beamwidth , embodiments of the present appli single band feeds 210 may generate the spot beam layout 10 cation may not require complex and / or costly feed designs 
700 of FIG . 7 . 

The total area having dual - band satellite coverage in the focused on generating the similar spot beam shapes and 
spot beam layout 400 illustrated in FIG . 4 may be different beamwidths for all frequency bands . That is , embodiments 
than the total area having dual - band satellite coverage in the of the present application are not for generating spot beams 
spot beam layout 700 illustrated in FIG . 7. In some embodi- 15 with similar shapes or spot beams with similar beamwidths ; 
ments , when location requirements for dual - band satellite but rather , the embodiments of the present application 
coverage change , allocation of multi - band feeds in the array account for the difference in beamwidths for minimizing the 
of feeds of a satellite system may correspondingly change . number of multi - band feeds for providing dual - band satellite 
For example , in FIG . 4 , six ( 6 ) dual - band spot beams may coverage to a coverage perimeter . 
be generated for portions of the satellite coverage area where 20 Reference is now made to FIG . 8 , which is a flowchart 
throughput demand may be high . In contrast , in FIG . 7 , three illustrating an example method 800 of providing satellite 
( 3 ) dual - band spot beams may be generated for portions of coverage by a dual - band satellite system for a coverage 
the satellite coverage area where different throughput perimeter . 
demand may be high . The portions of the satellite coverage The method 800 may include , at 802 , determining a 
area where throughput demand is high in the spot beam 25 reflector size 622 for an array of feeds . The array of feeds 
layout 400 of FIG . 4 may be different than the spot beam may provide first frequency spot beams ( e.g. , Ka - band spot 
layout 700 of FIG . 7 . beams ) . Each of the first frequency band spot beams may 

In some embodiments , when satellite system require have a first beamwidth . For example , referring again to FIG . 
ments change , the spot beam EOC diameter ( e.g. , beam 4 , the first frequency band spot beams may have a beam 
width ) may also change . For example , when a Ku - band spot 30 width of 0.8 degrees . As previously discussed with reference 
beam EOC peak - to - edge gain delta requirement may be to FIG . 6 , the Ka - band beamwidth may be determined based 
relaxed ( e.g. , relaxed to range of 8 dB to 10 dB ) , the on Ka - band system parameters 630 ( FIG . 6 ) . Accordingly , 
Ku - band beamwidth may be enlarged , thereby reducing the the reflector size 622 may be determined based on the 
number of multi - band feeds required to provide dual - band required first beamwidth . In some embodiments , the reflec 
satellite coverage within the satellite coverage perimeter 35 tor size 622 may be determined based on the graphical 
780. Accordingly , in FIG . 7 , the Ku - band spot beam EOC relationship illustrated in FIG . 3 . 
peak - to - edge gain delta requirement may be relaxed and the For example , in some embodiments , determining the 
Ku - band beamwidth may be 2.2 degrees ( as compared to the reflector size for the array may include determining the first 
Ku - band beamwidth of 1.6 degrees in the layout 400 in FIG . beamwidth based on at least one of an edge - of - coverage 
4 ) . 40 requirement of the first frequency band spot beams , an 
Based on the foregoing discussion , the dual - band com equivalent isotropically radiated power ( EIRP ) requirement 

munication satellite system 200 ( FIG . 2 ) of the present of the first frequency band spot beams , an antenna - to - noise 
application may be a simplified and cost - efficient system for temperature ( G / T ) requirement of the first frequency band 
providing dual - band satellite coverage to a coverage perim spot beams , or the targeted ground terminal size . Further , 
eter . As discussed with reference to FIG . 2 , the dual - band 45 determining the reflector size may also include identifying 
communication satellite system 200 may include an array of the reflector size based on the first beamwidth ( e.g. , edge 
feeds for propagating RF signals . The array of feeds may of - coverage requirement ) and a first frequency band spot 
include : ( a ) single band feeds 210 for providing first fre beam EOC peak - to - edge gain delta requirement . 
quency band spot beams ; and ( b ) multi - band feeds 250 for At 804 , the method 800 may include configuring the array 
providing first frequency band spot beams and second 50 of feeds to include single band feeds 210 ( FIG . 2 ) to provide 
frequency band spot beams . Further , the dual - band commu first frequency band spot beams for a coverage perimeter . 
nication satellite system 200 may include a shared reflector For example , single band feeds 210 may be configured to 
260. Because the shared reflector 260 may be simultane provide Ka - band spot beams for the coverage perimeter 480 . 
ously used for propagating and receiving RF signals to and In FIG . 4 , there may be forty ( 40 ) Ka - band spot beams 
from the single band feeds 210 and the multi - band feeds 55 numbered from 1 to 40. The forty Ka - band spot beams may 
250 , a first frequency band beamwidth may be different than be arranged in an array that may be eight ( 8 ) first frequency 
a second frequency band beamwidth . For example , if the spot beams wide and five ( 5 ) second frequency spot beams 
first frequency band is the Ka - band and if the second deep . Ka - band spot beams may provide Ka - band satellite 
frequency band is the Ku - band , then the second frequency coverage for the area circumscribed by the desired coverage 
band beamwidth may be approximately double the first 60 perimeter 480 . 
frequency band beamwidth ( see examples described in rela At 804 , 40 single band feeds 210 may be initially or 
tion to FIG . 3 ) . Because the Ku - band beamwidth may be preliminarily configured to generate first frequency band 
larger than the Ka - band beamwidth , fewer multi - band feeds spot beams . That is , although the method 800 at 804 may 
250 may be required for providing dual - band coverage to a provide for configuring the array to include 40 single band 
coverage perimeter . Accordingly , features of the dual - band 65 feeds 210 to generate 40 Ka - band spot beams , at 808 ( to be 
communication system 200 in accordance with the present described below ) , one or more of the 40 single band feeds 
application may reduce the overall cost of providing the 210 may be exchanged or substituted for a multi - band feed 
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250 ( FIG . 2 ) to provide a first frequency band spot beam , in provide any dual - band satellite coverage for other frequency 
addition to a second frequency band spot beam . band pairs . For example , the dual - band satellite communi 

In some embodiments , an array of feeds may be config cation system 200 may provide dual - band satellite coverage 
ured to provide the first frequency band spot beams to for C - band and Ku - band RF signals , or may provide dual 
maximize the area of satellite coverage perimeter having 5 band satellite coverage for Ka - band and Q - band RF signals . 
first frequency band spot beam coverage . In some other In some embodiments , at 802 , the method 800 may 
embodiments , the array of feeds may be configured to include determining a reflector size 622 based on require 
provide first frequency band spot beams to localized high ments for both a first beamwidth and a second beamwidth . 
throughput demand areas . Thus , the satellite coverage That is , instead of prioritizing the reflector size based on one 
perimeter may not have 100 % first frequency band satellite 10 beamwidth , the reflector size may be based on balancing 
coverage . requirements of both the first beamwidth and the second 

At 806 , based on the determined reflector size 622 , the beamwidth for achieving a desired spot beam layout . In 
method 800 may include determining a second beamwidth some other embodiments , the method 800 may determine a 
for second frequency band spot beams . Because a shared reflector size based on the second beamwidth . 
reflector 260 may be used for propagating and reflecting first 15 Reference is now made to FIG . 9 , which is an illustration 
frequency band spot beams and second frequency band spot of a spot beam layout overlaid on a map 900 having a 
beams , based on the relationship that a spot beam half - power coverage perimeter . For example , the coverage perimeter 
beamwidth is inversely proportional to an operating fre may be the territorial boundaries of China . 
quency , a second frequency band beamwidth may be greater The dual - band spot beam layout 900 illustrated in FIG . 9 
than a first frequency band beamwidth . For example , as a Ka 20 may be provided by a dual - band satellite communication 
Tx - band frequency ( e.g. , 17.7 to 22.0 GHz ) may be approxi system 200 of FIG . 2. For example , Ka - band spot beams 
mately double a Ku Tx - band frequency ( e.g. , 10.7 to 12.75 may have a beamwidth of 0.69 degrees and Ku - band spot 
GHz ) , the natural beamwidth of Ku - band spot beams may be beams may have a beamwidth of 1.12 degrees . In the spot 
approximately double the natural beamwidth of Ka - band beam layout 900 of FIG . 9 , spot beam locations identified 
spot beams . As will be apparent from the description in the 25 with numbers 1 , 3 , 5 , 12 , 14 , 16 , 23 , 25 , 27 , 29 , 31 , 41 , 43 , 
present application , because the Ku - beamwidth may be 45 , 47 , 49 , 56 , 58 , and 60 may be dual - band spot beams and 
twice as large as the Ka - band beamwidth , the number of may be generated by multi - band feeds 250 ( FIG . 2 ) . Spot 
Ku - band spot beams that may be required to provide Ku beam locations identified by numbers 2 , 4 , 6 to 12 , 13 , 15 , 
band satellite coverage over an area circumscribed by a 17 to 22 , 24 , 26 , 28 , 30 , 32 to 40 , 42 , 44 , 46 , 48 , 50 to 55 , 
coverage perimeter 480 may be less than the number of 30 57 , and 59 may be first frequency band spot beams and may 
Ka - band spot beams required to provide Ka - band satellite be generated by single band feeds 210 ( FIG . 2 ) . Because the 
coverage over an area circumscribed by the coverage perim dual - band satellite communication system 200 may include 
eter 480 . a shared reflector 260 for the single band feeds 210 and the 

At 808 , the method 800 may include allocating one or multi - band feeds 250 , Ku - band spot beams may have a 
more feeds in the array as multi - band feeds to provide 35 beamwidth that is larger than the beamwidth for Ka - band 
dual - band spot beams . Each of the dual - band spot beams spot beams . As illustrated in FIG . 9 , fewer Ku - band spot 
may include a first frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , Ka - band beams than Ka - band spot beams may be required to provide 
spot beam ) and a second frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , dual - band coverage for the territorial boundaries of China . 
Ku - band spot beam ) , where the second frequency band spot Although the foregoing description relates to dual - band 
beam may be concentric with the first frequency band spot 40 systems , satellite communication systems may be config 
beam . As noted in the foregoing discussion , at 808 , one or ured to provide satellite coverage for three or more fre 
more of the single band feeds 210 previously allocated ( at quency bands . For example , in some embodiments , based on 
804 ) to generate a first frequency band spot beam may be the determined reflector size ( at 802 ) , the method 800 may 
exchanged or substituted for a multi - band feed 250 to also include determining a third beamwidth for third fre 
provide the first frequency band spot beam . Because the 45 quency band spot beams . The third beamwidth may be 
multi - band feed 250 may generate both a first frequency different than the first beamwidth and the second beam 
band spot beam and a second frequency band spot beam , the width . 
multi - band feed 250 may take the place of select single band The method 800 may further include allocating one or 
feeds 210 for providing the first frequency band spot beams . more feeds in the array to provide multi - band spot beams . 
When multi - band feeds 250 take the place of select single 50 Each of the multi - band spot beams may include a first 
band feeds 210 for providing the first frequency band spot frequency band spot beam , a second frequency band , and a 
beams , the substitution of single band feeds 210 with third frequency band spot beam . The first frequency band 
multi - band feeds 250 may reduce the number of single band spot beam , the second frequency band spot beam , and the 
feeds 210 needed for generating first frequency band spot third frequency band spot beam may share a common 
beams in the overall spot beam layout . 55 boresight . That is , each of the spot beams in the multi - band 

As will be apparent from description of the spot beam spot beam may be concentric with other spot beams in the 
layout 400 of FIG . 4 and the spot beam layout 700 of FIG . multi - band spot beam . In some other embodiments , the 
7 , the number of multi - band feeds 250 providing dual - band multi - band spot beam may include a fourth frequency band 
spot beams may be different than the number of single band spot beam or any number of additional band spot beams . 
feeds 210. For the dual - band satellite communication system 60 For example , in some embodiments , the first frequency 
200 of FIG . 2 , the number of multi - band feeds 250 providing band spot beams , the second frequency band spot beams , 
the dual - band spot beams may be less than the number of and the third frequency band spot beams may correspond to 
single band feeds 210 providing the first frequency spot a frequency band triple . The frequency band triple may 
beams . include one of X - band / Ku - band / Ka - band or Ka - band / Q 

Although the foregoing description of embodiments pro- 65 band / V - band . That is , a multi - band satellite communication 
vide for Ka - band and Ku - band spot beams , the dual - band system may provide three frequency bands of satellite 
satellite communication system 200 may be configured to coverage for an area circumscribed by a coverage perimeter . 
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Although the frequency band triples X - band / Ku - band / Ka dual - band spot beams may include Ku - band spot beams and 
band and Ka - band / Q - band / V - band are described , other fre Ka - band spot beams , the dual - band spot beams may be 
quency band triples may be provided by a multi - band located at such identified locations . 
satellite communication system . In some embodiments , the dual - band spot beam layout 

In the foregoing description , embodiments of methods of 5 1010 may be based on a Ku - band spot beam EOC diameter 
providing multi - band satellite coverage are provided . The ( e.g. , beamwidth ) and the number of available multi - band 
embodiments focus on optimizing a spot beam layout for a feeds 250 ( e.g. , collectively identified as 1030 ) . For 
first frequency band having a higher frequency range ( e.g. , example , the dual - band spot beam layout 1010 may be 
having smaller corresponding beamwidths ) prior to provid provided by taking into consideration whether a dual - band 
ing a spot beam layout for a second frequency band . For 10 spot beam may be large enough to provide satellite for an 
example , the example in FIG . 6 focused on providing an identified high throughput demand area . If the dual - band 
initial first frequency band spot beam layout 610 prior to spot beam may not be large enough to provide a Ku - band 
providing a dual - band spot beam layout 670. However , in spot beam for the given high throughput demand area , the 
some other embodiments ( e.g. , described with reference to dual - band spot beam layout 1010 may allocate two or more 
FIG . 10 ) , methods of providing dual - band satellite coverage 15 overlapping dual - band spot beams for the given high 
may focus on optimizing a spot beam layout for a frequency throughput demand area . For example , the first dual - band 
band having a lower frequency range ( e.g. , having larger spot beam 1101 , the second dual - band spot beam 1102 , the 
corresponding beamwidths ) prior to providing a spot beam third dual - band spot beam 1103 , and the fourth dual - band 
layout for a frequency band having a higher frequency range spot beam 1104 are illustrated in FIG . 11 as having over 
( e.g. , having smaller corresponding beamwidths ) . 20 lapping Ku - band spot beams . Accordingly , in some embodi 

Reference is now made to FIG . 10 , which is a chart 1000 ments , allocating one or more feeds in the array as multi 
illustrating a method for providing a spot beam layout in band feeds may include configuring the array to generate 
accordance with an embodiment of the present application . overlapping second frequency band spot beams for a cov 
Simultaneous reference will be made to FIG . 11 , which is a erage sub - area , where the coverage sub - area encircled by the 
spot beam layout 1100 for a satellite coverage perimeter in 25 overlapping second frequency band spot beams may be 
accordance with an embodiment of the present application . associated with a high throughput demand area . 
The satellite coverage perimeter for the spot beam layout In some embodiments , positioning of dual - band spot 
1100 of FIG . 11 may include multiple non - contiguous areas . beams may depend on the number of available multi - band 
To aid with describing the spot beam layout 1100 , Ku - band feeds 250. For example , if only a limited number of multi 
spot beams and Ka - band spot beams will be used as example 30 band feeds 250 for providing dual - band spot beams are 
frequency bands . available , Ku - band spot beam coverage may be selectively 

In FIG . 10 , a first portion 1002 may relate to providing a provided ( e.g. , trade - off between satisfying coverage 
dual - band spot beam layout 1010. Dual - band spot beams requirements versus number of multi - band feeds 250 avail 
may include a first frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , Ka - band able ) . For example , if 8 portions within a satellite coverage 
spot beam ) and a second frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , 35 perimeter desire dual - band coverage , but only 5 multi - band 
Ku - band spot beam ) . A second portion 1008 may relate to feeds 250 may be available for generating 5 dual - band spot 
providing a first frequency band spot beam layout 1080. For beams , portions within the satellite coverage perimeter hav 
example , the first frequency band spot beams may be ing the “ highest ” throughput demand may be “ ear - marked ” 
Ka - band spot beams . According to the embodiment illus as portions on which a multi - band feed 250 may generate a 
trated in the chart 1000 , a dual - band spot beam layout 1010 40 dual - band spot beam for . 
may be generated and / or optimized prior to configuring In some embodiments , a Ku - band spot beam EOC diam 
feeds to provide a Ka - band spot beam layout 1080 . eter ( e.g. , beamwidth , identified at 1030 ) may be based on 

In some embodiments , the dual - band spot beam layout Ku - band payload or system parameters 1052. The Ku - band 
1010 may be based on desired locations of dual - band spot payload parameters may include high power amplifier 
beams 1020. High throughput demand areas may be iden- 45 ( HPA ) output power requirements and / or front end noise 
tified . For example , Ku - band throughput demands may be figure requirements . In some embodiments , the Ku - band 
identified and dual - band spot beams may be provided for spot beam EOC diameter may be based on Ku - band system 
providing satellite coverage to the Ku - band throughput parameters , such as coverage requirements and / or EOC , 
demand areas , resulting in the dual - band spot beam layout EIRP , and G / T requirements . In some embodiments , the 
1010 . 50 Ku - band payload or system parameters 1052 may include 

To illustrate , referring to FIG . 11 , Ku - band high through Ku - band user terminal parameters , such as uplink power 
put demand areas may be identified and dual - band spot parameters and satellite dish size requirements . 
beams may be centered on the high throughput demand Once a Ku - band spot beam EOC diameter and a number 
areas . A first dual - band spot beam 1101 may be provided at of multi - band feeds is determined for the dual - band spot 
a first high throughput demand area , a second dual - band spot 55 beam layout 1010 , a reflector size 1040 may be determined . 
beam 1102 may be provided at a second high throughput Based on a required operating frequency ( or frequency 
demand area , a third dual - band spot beam 1103 may be range ) and the determined Ku - band spot beam EOC diam 
provided at a third high throughput demand area , a fourth eter , the reflector size 1040 may be determined based at least 
dual - band spot beam 1104 may be provided at a fourth high in part on the half - power beamwidth versus reflector diam 
throughput demand area , and a fifth dual - band spot beam 60 eter relationship illustrated in FIG . 3. Accordingly , based on : 
1105 may be provided at a fifth high throughput demand ( 1 ) selection of location of dual - band spot beams 1020 

and / or ( 2 ) Ku - spot beam EOC diameter and / or number of 
In some embodiments , the desired location of dual - band available multi - band feeds 1030 , a dual - band spot beam 

spot beams 1020 may be based on Ka - band hotspot require layout 1010 may be generated and / or optimized . 
ments 1052. For example , portions of a coverage area may 65 Although the reflector size 1040 is described as being 
specifically require Ka - band satellite coverage as a back - up based on a determined Ku - band spot beam EOC diameter , in 
for handling potential spikes in throughput demand . Because some embodiments , the reflector size 1040 may be deter 

area . 
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mined based on both a first beamwidth ( e.g. , Ka - band frequency band spot beams ( e.g. , Ka - band spot beams ) 
beamwidth ) and a second beamwidth ( e.g. , Ku - band beam positioned in a contiguous manner . 
width ) . That is , the reflector size 1040 may be determined Reference is now made to FIGS . 12A to 12D , which are 
based on a holistic view for providing the spot beam layout spot beam layouts 1200A to 1200D illustrating spot beam 
1100 . 5 placement based on identified high throughput demand 

The second portion 1008 may relate to providing a first locations , in accordance with embodiments of the present 
frequency band spot beam layout 1080 ( e.g. , Ka - band spot application . The spot beams may be provided by the dual 
beam layout ) . In some embodiments , the first frequency band satellite communication system 200 ( FIG . 2 ) . Dual 
band spot beam layout 1080 may be based on the Ka - band band spot beams may include a first frequency band spot 
spot beam EOC diameter ( e.g. , beamwidth ) and / or the 10 beam ( e.g. , Ka - band spot beam ) and a second frequency 
number and locations of single band feeds 210 ( e.g. , col band spot beam ( e.g. , Ku - band spot beam ) . In FIGS . 12A to 
lectively identified at 1070 ) . As described , the shared reflec 12D , the first frequency band spot beams and the second 
tor 260 may be used for propagating and reflecting Ka - band frequency band spot beams are illustrated as small circles 
RF signals ( e.g. , first frequency band spot beams ) and and large circles , respectively . 
Ku - band RF signals ( e.g. , second frequency band spot 15 In some embodiments , high throughput demand areas 
beams ) . Because the reflector size 1040 may have been may be localized along roads or common travel paths . For 
previously determined , the first beamwidth ( e.g. , Ka - band example , within an industrial area , there may be high density 
beamwidth ) may be determined . That is , based on the of satellite user terminals . Further , there may be high density 
operating frequency ( or frequency range ) of the Ka - band RF of satellite user terminals travelling along a common path . 
signals , a Ka - band spot beam EOC diameter may be deter- 20 For example , air planes may provide internet service to air 
mined based at least in part on the half - power beamwidth passengers and the air planes may be equipped with satellite 
versus reflector diameter relationship illustrated in FIG . 3 . transceivers for transmitting and receiving RF signals . 

In some embodiments , the Ka - band spot beam EOC Along a common flying path , there may be a high density of 
diameter and / or the number / locations of single - band feeds satellite transceivers . To ensure high throughput demand 
( e.g. , collectively identified at 1070 ) may be based on 25 areas are reliably serviced , methods of providing satellite 
Ka - band system or payload parameters 1060. For example , coverage may take into account the identified high through 
the Ka - band system or payload parameters 1060 may put demand areas . 
include Ka - band payload parameters such as HPA output FIG . 12A illustrates a first spot beam layout 1200A having 
requirements and / or front noise figure requirements . In some three dual - band spot beams . The dual - band spot beams , 
embodiments , the Ka - band system or payload parameters 30 identified with numbers from 1 to 3 , include a first frequency 
1060 may also include Ka - band user terminal parameters , band spot beam ( e.g. , small spot beam circle ) and a second 
such as uplink power parameters and satellite dish size frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , large spot beam circle ) . The 
requirements . first frequency band spot beam may be a Ka - band spot beam 

In some embodiments , Ka - band hotspot requirements for and the second frequency band spot beam may be a Ku - band 
extra capacities may also be considered for determining the 35 spot beam . A high throughput demand area 1210 may 
Ka - band beam layout plan 1080. Additional Ka - band spot represent an area having high density of active satellite 
beams may be desired in locations other than the identified communication devices . 
high throughput demand areas . Accordingly , added first As illustrated in FIG . 12A , when providing a spot beam 
frequency band spot beams ( e.g. , Ka - band spot beams ) may layout , three dual - band spot beams may be arranged such 
be provided as a first frequency band spot beam layout 1080. 40 that multiple second frequency band spot beams overlap or 
For example , added first frequency band spot beams may be intersect at the high throughput demand area 1210. For 
positioned at locations identified in FIG . 11 by numbers 6 to example , three dual - spot beams may be arranged such that 
11 . the Ku - band spot beams intersect at the high throughput 

In some embodiments , configuring the array to include demand area 1210. Although the high throughput demand 
single band feeds includes providing one or more first 45 area 1210 is illustrated as a point , the high throughput 
frequency band spot beams overlapping an area encircled by demand area 1210 may be an enlarged area . Each of the 
overlapping second frequency band spot beams to provide Ku - band spot beams may overlap to provide the enlarged 
dual - band coverage to a high throughput demand area . As area with Ku - band satellite coverage . Satellite communica 
previously discussed , the high throughput demand area may tion devices located within the high throughput demand area 
already be provided with overlapping second frequency 50 1210 may be serviced with Ku - band satellite coverage by 
band spot beams . any of three multi - band feeds 250 ( FIG . 2 ) providing the 

Based on the above description of FIGS . 10 and 11 , in three intersecting second frequency spot beams of the dual 
some embodiments , the chart 1000 illustrates a method for band spot beams . 
providing a dual - band spot beam layout 1010 based on Because the first frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , small 
identified high throughput demand areas . The dual - band 55 spot beam circle ) has a beamwidth that is smaller than the 
spot beam layout 1010 provides dual - band spot beams that second frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , large spot beam 
include second frequency band spot beams ( e.g. , Ku - band circle ) , first frequency band satellite coverage may not be 
spot beams ) and first frequency band spot beams ( e.g. , provided to the identified high throughput demand area 
Ka - band spot beams ) , where the first frequency band spot 1210. To ensure that first frequency spot beams may service 
beams and the second frequency band spot beams are 60 the identified high throughput demand area 1210 , 
concentric with each other . Further , the first frequency band feeds may be configured to provide first frequency band spot 
spot beam layout 1080 provides first frequency band spot beams , where the first frequency band spot beams may be 
beams based on locations other than the identified high overlaid on the high throughput demand area 1210 . 
throughput demand areas . The first frequency band spot FIG . 12B illustrates a second spot beam layout 1200B 
beam layout 1080 may provide supplemental satellite cov- 65 providing additional spot beam coverage to the high 
erage . Accordingly , as illustrated in FIG . 11 , the first fre throughput demand area 1210. The second spot beam layout 
quency band spot beam layout 1080 may not comprise first 1200B may be based on the first spot beam layout 1200A 

arrays of 
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and may further include a first frequency band spot beam ( 1 ) Ku - band satellite coverage by any one of two or more 
( e.g. , identified by number 4 ) overlaid on the high through multi - band feeds 250 generating intersecting second fre 
put demand area 1210. Accordingly , mobile data devices quency band spot beams ; and / or ( 2 ) Ka - band satellite cov 
located within the high throughput demand area 1210 may erage by at least one single band feed 210 generating first 
be serviced with : ( 1 ) Ku - band satellite coverage by any one 5 frequency spot beams overlaid on the high throughput 
of three multi - band feeds 250 generating the three intersect demand path 1250. Accordingly , overlapping Ku - band spot 
ing second frequency band spot beams ; and / or ( 2 ) Ka - band beams may provide Ku - band satellite coverage service along 
satellite coverage by a single band feed 210 generating an the high throughput demand path 1250 , and Ka - band spot 
overlaid first frequency band spot beam . beams overlaid along the high throughput demand path 1250 

In some embodiments , to ensure the high throughput 10 may provide Ka - band satellite coverage service . 
demand area 1210 may be reliably serviced with first As will be apparent from the description of the present 
frequency band spot beam coverage ( e.g. , Ka - band spot application , embodiments of the method and satellite may 
beams ) , three first frequency band spot beams may be provide dual - band satellite coverage for identified high 
configured to overlay the high throughput demand area throughput areas or paths while minimizing the number of 
1210. FIG . 12C illustrates a third spot beam layout 1200C 15 multi - band feeds in a dual - band satellite communication 
that provides additional spot beam coverage to the high system . That is , an array of feeds for providing spot beams 
throughput demand area 1210. The third spot beam layout may comprise both single band feeds and multi - band feeds . 
1200C is based on the first spot beam layout 1200A and Multi - band feeds may cost more than single band feeds . 
further includes three overlaid second frequency spot beams . Thus , by minimizing the number of multi - band feeds to be 
The three overlaid first frequency spot beams may be 20 used , costs of the dual - band satellite communication system 
identified by numbers 4 to 6 and may intersect at the may be reduced . 
identified high throughput demand area 1210. In some Further , embodiments of methods for providing dual 
embodiments , each of the first frequency spot beams may band satellite coverage described in the sent application 
overlap to provide an enlarged area for intersecting second may provide overlapping spot beams to identified high 
frequency spot beam coverage . Based on the third spot beam 25 throughput areas or paths for boasting reliability and / or 
layout 1200C , mobile data devices located within the high quality of satellite coverage service . For example , in some 
throughput demand area 1210 may be serviced with dual embodiments , allocating one or more feeds in an array of 
band satellite coverage by : ( 1 ) any of three multi - band feeds feeds as multi - band feeds may include configuring the array 
250 generating the three intersecting dual - band spot beams ; to provide overlapping second frequency band spot beams 
and / or ( 2 ) any of three single band feeds 210 generating the 30 ( e.g. , Ku - band spot beams ) for a coverage sub - area . The 
three intersecting first frequency band spot beams . coverage sub - area encircled by the overlapping second 

In some embodiments , high throughput demand locations frequency band spot beams may be associated with a high 
may follow defined paths . FIG . 12D illustrates a fourth spot throughput demand area or path . Further , in some embodi 
beam layout 1200D having four dual - band spot beams . The ments , configuring the array to include single band feeds 
dual - band spot beams , identified with numbers from 1 to 4 , 35 may include providing one or more first frequency band spot 
include a first frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , small spot beams ( e.g. , Ka - band spot beams ) overlapping the area 
beam circle ) and a second frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , encircled by the overlapping second frequency band spot 
large spot beam circle ) . Similar to FIGS . 12A to 12C , the beams ( see e.g. , spot beam layout embodiments in FIGS . 
first frequency beam may be a Ka - band spot beam 12C and 12D ) . 
and the second frequency band spot beam may be a Ku - band 40 Digital Channelizing Dual - Band Satellite Communication 
spot beam . To ensure that the high throughput demand path System 
1250 may be reliably serviced , methods of providing dual In some embodiments , a satellite communication system 
satellite coverage may take into account the path . may provide flexibility to ground terminals capable of 
As illustrated in FIG . 12D , four dual - band spot beams , uplink and downlink using both Ka - band and Ku - band 

identified with numbers from 1 to 4 , may be arranged such 45 frequencies . Reference is now made to FIG . 13A , which is 
that multiple second frequency spot beams overlap or inter a block diagram of a digital channelizing dual - band com 
sect along portions of the high throughput demand path munication satellite system 1300A in accordance with an 
1250. Satellite communication devices located or travelling embodiment of the present application . Like reference 
along the high throughput demand path 1250 may be ser numerals are used in FIG . 13A to denote like elements and 
viced with Ku - band satellite coverage by any one of two or 50 features . 
more multi - band feeds 250 generating intersecting second The digital channelizing dual - band communication satel 
frequency band spot beams . lite system 1300A may be based on the dual - band commu 
Because first frequency band spot beams ( e.g. , small spot nication satellite system 200 of FIG . 2 and may further 

beam circle ) has a beamwidth that may be smaller than include a digital channelizer 1380 for routing signals among 
second frequency band spot beams ( e.g. , large spot beam 55 payloads for different frequency bands . For example , the 
circle ) , first frequency band satellite coverage may not be digital channelizing dual - band communication satellite sys 
provided to the high throughput demand path 1250. How tem 1300A may include a Ka - band payload 1312 , a Ku - band 
ever , arrays of feeds may be configured to provide second payload 1352 , and an array of feeds for providing spot 
frequency band spot beams overlaid on the high throughput beams for a satellite coverage perimeter . The array of feeds 
demand path 1250 . 60 may include a plurality of single band feeds 210 and 

Referring still to FIG . 12D , the fourth spot beam layout multi - band feeds 250. The single band feeds 210 may 
1200D further includes first frequency band spot beams generate first frequency spot beams , such as Ka - band spot 
( e.g. , identified by numbers 5 to 9 ) successively overlaid on beams . Although only two single band feeds 210 are illus 
the high throughput demand path 1250. In some embodi trated , the dual - band communication satellite system 200 
ments , adjacent first frequency band spot beams may over- 65 may include any number of single band feeds 210 . 
lap . Thus , satellite communication devices located along the In some embodiments , the multi - band feeds 250 may 
high throughput demand path 1250 may be serviced with : generate dual - band spot beams . Each dual - band spot beam 

band spot 
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may include a first frequency band spot beam and a second channelizing dual - band communication satellite system 
frequency band spot beam . The second frequency band spot 1300A . The digital channelizing dual - band communication 
beam may be concentric with the first frequency band spot satellite system 1300A may provide one or more Ka / Ku 
beam . That is , the first frequency band spot beam may share band spot beam layouts 1398 for providing dual - band sat 
a boresight with the second frequency band spot beam . In 5 ellite coverage . 
some embodiments , the first frequency band spot beam may In FIG . 13B , the user terminal 1396 may be located at the 
be a Ka - band spot beam and the second frequency band spot center of a dual - band spot beam . If the user terminal 1396 
beam may be a Ku - band spot beam . The digital channelizing were capable of operating on Ka - band and Ku - band fre 
dual - band communication satellite system 1300A may quencies , during heavy rain or any other weather condition 
include a shared reflector 260 . 10 that may cause degradation or severance of a satellite link , 
As described , the digital channelizing dual - band commu the digital channelizing dual - band communication satellite 

nication satellite system 1300A may also include a digital system 1300A may be able to route RF signals from one of 
channelizer 1380 and a plurality of receivers 1385 ( e.g. , low the frequency bands ( e.g. , Ka - band or Ku - band ) to another 
noise amplification and frequency conversion receivers ) . frequency band ( e.g. , Ku - band or Ka - band ) to mitigate 
Thus , the digital channelizer 1380 may be at the Ka - payload 15 undesirable effects from extreme weather . 
1312 front end and the Ku - payload 1352 front end for In some embodiments , the digital channelizer 1380 ( FIG . 
routing received signals from user or ground terminals . For 13A ) may , for example , provide beam connection routing 
example , a forward link ( e.g. , gateway to user terminal ) and capability according to any one of the following example 
a return link ( e.g. , user terminal to gateway ) may be routed combinations : ( 1 ) Ku - band uplink , Ku - band downlink ; ( 2 ) 
to either of the Ka - payload 1312 or the Ku - payload 1352. 20 Ka - band uplink , Ka - band downlink ; ( 3 ) Ku - band uplink , 
Accordingly , the forward link and / or return link may be Ka - band downlink ; and / or ( 4 ) Ka - band uplink , Ku - band 
routed to either of first frequency band spot beams or second downlink . 
frequency band spot beams . In some other embodiments , the digital channelizer 1380 

With increasing throughput demands on satellite systems , may facilitate uplink transmission of data using a first 
Ka - band payloads for providing spot beams may be increas- 25 frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , Ka - band spot beam ) and 
ingly useful . However , heavy rain in coastal regions of facilitate downlink transmission of a subset or portion of 
countries such as China , India , Singapore , Malaysia , or data using the first frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , Ka - band 
Indonesia ( e.g. , such as ITU Region 3 countries ) may cause spot beam ) and further facilitate a remaining portion of data 
RF signal links operating in the Ka - band of frequencies to using a second frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , Ku - band 
drop or to be severed . Ku - band frequencies may be useful 30 spot beam ) . The configuration of uplink and downlink 
for mitigating fading effects caused by heavy rain or other transmission of data described above may be useful when a 
weather conditions . Accordingly , a digital channelizing downlink capacity of a first frequency band spot beam may 
dual - band communication satellite system 1300A providing be near full capacity . Thus , a second frequency band spot 
spot beam layouts for two or more frequency bands may beam may assist for facilitating downlink transmission and 
facilitate data paths among alternate frequency bands to 35 thereby expanding overall satellite transmission capacity . 
counteract unwanted weather related effects . The digital Accordingly , the digital channelizer 1380 may , for example , 
channelizer 1380 may facilitate inter - frequency band con provide beam connection routing capability according to any 
nectivity among spot beams in a spot beam layout . one of the following example combinations : 1 ) Ku - band 

Reference is now made to FIG . 13B , which is a system uplink , partial Ku - band downlink and partial Ka - band 
diagram illustrating Ku - band / Ka - band links for rain fade 40 downlink ; and / or 2 ) Ka - band uplink , partial Ka - band down 
mitigation . A satellite system 1300B may include a digital link and partial Ku - band downlink . 
channelizing dual - band communication satellite system In a further illustrating example , a radio frequency signal 
1300A , a gateway terminal 1394 and a user terminal 1396 . may be uplinked at a first frequency band ( e.g. , Ka - band 
Data transmission between the gateway 1394 and the user frequency ) . The radio frequency signal may then be down 
terminal 1396 may be provided using “ two hops ” including 45 linked at a second frequency band ( e.g. , Ku - band fre 
a forward hop and a return hop . The forward hop may quency ) . The first frequency may be different than the 
include propagation of a signal from the gateway 1394 to the second frequency ( see e.g. , example embodiments in U.S. 
user terminal 1396. For example , the forward hop may patent application Ser . No. 13 / 569,980 , published as U.S. 
include the forward uplink ( e.g. , gateway 1394 to satellite Patent Application Publication No. 2014/0045420 A1 ) . 
1300A ) and the forward downlink ( e.g. , satellite 1300A to 50 Accordingly , in some embodiments , the digital channelizer 
user terminal 1396 ) . The return hop may include propaga 1380 ( FIG . 13 ) may facilitate data uplink and data downlink 
tion of a signal from the user terminal 1396 to the gateway on a first frequency band and a second frequency band , 
1394. For example , the return hop may include the return respectively , using a multi - band feed 250 that generates a 
uplink ( e.g. , user terminal 1396 to satellite 1300A ) and the dual - band spot beam . 
return downlink ( e.g. , satellite 1300A to gateway 1394 ) . 55 In some embodiments , user terminals 1396 may be 
Both Ku - band and Ka - band frequencies may include for equipped to operate with one frequency band . For example , 
ward and return links . legacy vehicles may still be equipped with satellite equip 

Described another way , in some embodiments , the satel ment for one of the Ka - band or the Ku - band . Accordingly , 
lite system 1300B may include gateway links 1390 , where the digital channelizing dual - band communication satellite 
the gateway links 1390 include forward uplink and return 60 system 1300A may adaptively determine what frequency 
downlink paths for both Ka - band and Ku - band frequencies band a user terminal 1396 may be capable of sending and 
between the gateway terminal 1394 and the digital channel receiving RF signals with and subsequently facilitate data 
izing dual - band communication satellite system 1300A . transmission using a frequency band that may be supported 
Similarly , the satellite system 1300B may include user links by the user terminal 1396 . 
1392 , where the user links 1392 include forward downlink 65 It will be apparent that embodiments of digital channel 
and return uplink paths 1392 for both Ka - band and Ku - band izing dual - band communication satellite systems 1300A 
frequencies between the user terminal 1396 and the digital described in the present application may be able to adap 
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tively facilitate transmission and receipt of RF signals using number 29 may include a Ku - band spot beam represented by 
frequencies of multiple frequency bands . In one embodi a color designated by the letter H. Further , second frequency 
ment , to mitigate undesirable effects caused by heavy rain or band spot beam in the dual - band spot beam identified by the 
other weather conditions on Ka - band frequencies , embodi number 31 may include a Ku - band spot beam represented by 
ments of digital channelizing dual - band communication 5 a color designated by the letter J. 
satellite systems 1300A may route signals to Ku - band fre In the illustrated 4 - color Ka - band and 8 - color Ku - band 
quencies , and maintain reliable communication links . Fur frequency reuse scheme , Ku - band spot beams reuse 235 
ther , it will be apparent that embodiments of digital chan MHz of usable bandwidth out of the 1 GHz Ku - band 
nelizing dual - band communication satellite systems 1300A downlink bands , thereby reducing the co - channel interfer 
may adaptively route signals using frequency bands that 10 ence in a 4 - color frequency reuse scheme . 
may be supported by ground or user terminals . Thus , the Reference is now made to FIG . 15 , which is an example 
digital channelizing dual - band communication satellite sys Ku - band and Ka - band 4 - color frequency reuse plan for a 
tems 1300A may be capable of transmitting and receiving dual - band communication satellite system in accordance 
signals to and from a wider range of user terminals having with an embodiment of the present application . The colors of 
different frequency band capabilities . 15 the frequency reuse plan may be represented by the letters A 
Frequency Reuse Plans to H. For example , Ku - beams may adopt a 4 - color frequency 

In a spot beam layout , spot beams may experience co reuse scheme for the Ku - extended bands . Even though the 
channel interference from contiguous or adjacent spot beams usable frequency band for each color may be 118 MHz , there 
in a spot beam layout . For example , signals within a first may be no cross - polarization interference present . The fre 
spot beam may experience interference from an adjacent 20 quency reuse plan may also increase the overall carrier - to 
spot beam operating within the same frequency band . In noise ratio and improve satellite system throughput . 
some embodiments , however , co - channel interference Reference is now simultaneously made to FIGS . 16A and 
between contiguous or adjacent spot beams may be miti 16B . FIG . 16A is an illustration of a Ka - band 2 - color and a 
gated using a “ multi - color ” frequency reuse scheme . Ku - band 4 - color frequency reuse plan for a dual Ka / Ku 
Reference is now made to FIG . 14A , which is an illus- 25 band spot band layout in accordance with an embodiment of 

tration of a Ka - band 4 - color and a Ku - band 8 - color reuse the present application . FIG . 16B is a spot beam layout of 
frequency plan for a dual Ka / Ku - band spot band layout . For FIG . 11 illustrated using the Ka - band 2 - color and the Ku 
the Ka - band , a standard 4 - color frequency reuse plan may be band 4 - color frequency reuse plan of FIG . 16A . As previ 
adopted . For the Ku - band , up to an 8 - color reuse scheme ously described with reference to FIG . 11 , dual - band spot 
may be adopted to compensate for any performance degra- 30 beams may be provided and centered on high throughput 
dations that may be caused by use of multi - band feeds . demand areas , identified by numbers 1 to 5. As illustrated , 

FIG . 14B is a spot beam layout of FIG . 4 illustrated using the dual - band spot beams centered on numbers 1 to 4 may 
a Ka - band 4 - color and a Ku - band 8 - color reuse frequency each provide a second frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , 
plan of FIG . 14A . Dual - band spot beams may be provided Ku - band spot beam ) and the second frequency band spot 
by multi - band feeds 250. Dual - band spot beams may be 35 beam from each of the dual - band spot beams identified by 
illustrated and identified in FIG . 14B with numbers 10 , 12 , numbers 1 to 4 may be adjacent and may overlap . 
14 , 27 , 29 , and 31 . In some embodiments , co - channel interference may be 
As illustrated , co - channel interference may be mitigated mitigated by using the Ka - band 2 - color and Ku - band 4 - color 

by using a 4 - color reuse frequency plan for the Ka - band spot frequency reuse plan . For example , 2 colors may be repre 
beams provided by single band feeds 210 ( e.g. , Ka - band spot 40 sented by letters A and B for the Ka - band and 4 colors may 
beams numbered from 1 to 40 ) . For example , four colors be represented by letters C to F. To mitigate co - channel 
may be represented by the letters A to D ( FIGS . 14A and interference among the contiguous first frequency band spot 
14B ) . As illustrated in FIG . 14B , adjacent Ka - band spot beams , the color frequency re - use plan illustrated in FIG . 
beams may utilize a different color in the color frequency 16A may be employed . That is , adjacent spot beams may 
reuse plan . An adjacent spot beam may utilize a different 45 utilize a different frequency range and polarization . 
frequency range and polarization . Specifically , spot beams 1 Further , in the spot beam layout of FIGS . 11 and 16B , a 
to 8 , 17 to 24 , and 33 to 40 may be represented by alternating first frequency band spot beam layout ( e.g. , Ka - band spot 
colors identified by A and B. Spot beams 9 to 16 and 25 to beam layout ) includes non n - contiguous Ka - band spot beams . 
32 may be represented by alternating colors identified by C A frequency reuse scheme utilizing fewer colors ( e.g. , 
and D. 50 2 - color ) may be adapted . 

Similarly , 8 colours may be represented by the letters E to Reference is now made to FIG . 17 , which is a frequency 
L ( FIGS . 14A and 14B ) . As illustrated in FIG . 14B , adjacent plan for mitigating an uplink / downlink frequency spectrum 
Ku - band spot beams may utilize a different color in the color imbalance issue for a dual Ka / Ku - band satellite communi 
frequency reuse plan . Specifically , the second frequency cation system in accordance with an embodiment of the 
band spot beam in the dual - band spot beam identified by the 55 present application . The Ka - band frequency spectrum may 
number 10 may include a Ku - band spot beam represented by have greater frequency resource compared to the Ku - band 
a color designated by the letter E. The second frequency frequency spectrum . The digital channelizing dual - band 
band spot beam in the dual - band spot beam identified by the satellite communication system 1300A of FIG . 13 may 
number 12 may include a Ku - band spot beam represented by mitigate the aforementioned uplink / downlink frequency 
a color designated by the letter F. The second frequency 60 spectrum imbalance issue . 
band spot beam in the dual - band spot beam identified by the For example , in the ITU Region - 3 , the total downlink 
number 14 may include a Ku - band spot beam represented by frequency spectrum for the standard and extended Ku - band 
a color designated by the letter I. The second frequency band may be 1 GHz per polarization . In contrast , the uplink 
spot beam in the dual - band spot beam identified by the frequency spectrum may comprise 750 MHz per polariza 
number 27 may include a Ku - band spot beam represented by 65 tion . Thus , if the Ku - band frequencies are designed to 
a color designated by the letter G. The second frequency employ symmetric uplink / downlink traffic flow , a 250 MHz 
band spot beam in the dual - band spot beam identified by the sub - range shortage may exist for each polarization . With the 
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digital channelizing dual - band satellite communication sys 1800 may include one or more dual - band reflectors 1860 . 
tem 1300A of FIG . 13 , however , a 250 MHz frequency That is , one or more second shared reflectors may be for the 
sub - range from the Ka - band spectrum may be allocated to plurality of multi - band feeds 1850. In some embodiments , 
the Ku - band uplink range of frequencies to balance the the one or more first shared reflectors may be different in 
additional 250 MHz user downlink frequency sub - range for 5 size than the one or more second shared reflectors . 
the Ku - band . Thus , the dual - band frequency plan illustrated Reference is now made to FIG . 19 , which is another 
in FIG . 17 may mitigate the aforementioned uplink / down example spot beam layout 1900 for a satellite coverage 
link frequency spectrum imbalance issue . That is , in some perimeter 1980 in accordance with an embodiment of the 
embodiments , the first frequency band may be the Ka - band present application . The spot beam layout 1900 may include 
and the second frequency band may be the Ku - band . The 10 spot beams for Ka - band and Ku - band frequencies . The spot 
Ku - band may be configured to provide symmetric uplink / beam layout 1900 may be provided by the dual - band com 
downlink throughput . Accordingly , digitally channelizing munication satellite system 1800 described with reference to 
the spectrum of dual - band frequencies may include allocat FIG . 18. The desired satellite coverage perimeter 1980 is 
ing a range of frequencies from an uplink Ka - band for use illustrated by dashed lines and may be a rectangular perim 
as an uplink Ku - band of frequencies . 15 eter . Although the satellite coverage perimeter 1980 is 
Other Example Dual - Band Communication Satellite Sys illustrated as a rectangular perimeter , the desired satellite 
tems coverage perimeter 1980 may be any other shape or com 

The number of feeds that may be placed near a parabolic bination of shapes . 
reflector focus point may be limited . For example , if the Similar to the spot beam layout 700 described with 
number of feeds placed near a parabolic reflector focus point 20 reference to FIG . 7 , the spot beam layout 1900 of FIG . 19 
is large , significant distortions to beam gain may be intro may include first frequency band spot beams and second 
duced . In addition , cross - polarization performance issues frequency band spot beams . For example , first frequency 
may result . Accordingly , in some embodiments , a dual - band band spot beams may be Ka - band spot beams and second 
communication satellite system having numerous feeds may frequency band spot beams may be Ku - band spot beams . 
include two or more reflectors for propagating and receiving 25 The spot beam layout 1900 of FIG . 19 may be generated by 
signals from the numerous feeds . a plurality of single band feeds 1810 ( FIG . 18 ) and multi 

Reference is now made to FIG . 18 , which is a block band feeds 1850 ( FIG . 18 ) . The multi - band feeds 1850 may 
diagram of a dual - band communication satellite system each generate a first frequency band spot beam ( e.g. , Ka 
1800 in accordance with another embodiment of the present band spot beam ) and a second frequency band spot beam 
application . The dual - band communication satellite system 30 ( e.g. , Ku - band spot beam ) . 
1800 may include a Ka - band payload 1812 and a Ku - band Similar to the spot beam layout 700 illustrated in FIG . 7 , 
payload 1852. The dual - band communication satellite sys in the spot beam layout 1900 of FIG . 19 , three multi - band 
tem 1800 may also include an array of feeds for providing feeds 1850 may generate three dual - band spot beams . For 
spot beams for a satellite coverage perimeter . The array of example , a multi - band feed 1850 may generate a dual - band 
feeds may include a plurality of single band feeds 1810 and 35 spot beam 1915 indicated at a location identified by the 
multi - band feeds 1850. The single band feeds 1810 may be number 15. The dual - band spot beam 1915 may include a 
similar to the single band feeds 210 described with reference first frequency band spot beam 1915a ( small circle ) and a 
to FIG . 2. The multi - band feeds 1850 may be similar to the second frequency band spot beam 1915b ( large circle ) . In 
multi - band feeds 250 described with reference to FIG . 2 . FIG . 19 , three dual - band spot beams are illustrated and 

The dual - band communication satellite system 1800 may 40 indicated at locations identified by the numbers 9 , 15 , and 
also include a dual - band reflector 1860 and a single - band 28. For example , a first dual - band spot beam 1909 , a second 
reflector 1870. In some embodiments , the multi - band feeds dual - band spot beam 1915 , and a third dual - band spot beam 
1850 may transmit and receive signals using the dual - band 1928 are illustrated . 
reflector 1860. That is , the dual - band reflector 1860 may In addition to the three illustrated dual - band spot beams in 
propagate and receive RF signals for both Ka - band frequen- 45 FIG . 19 , the spot beam layout 1900 may also include a 
cies and Ku - band frequencies . It will be appreciated that the plurality of additional first frequency band spot beams ( e.g. , 
dual - band reflector 1860 may be for any other frequency Ka - band spot beams ) . A plurality of single band feeds 1810 
bands . may generate the plurality of additional first frequency band 

The single - band reflector 1870 may propagate and receive spot beams at locations indicated by numbers 1 to 8 , 10 to 
RF signals for Ka - band frequencies . Accordingly , in some 50 14 , 16 to 27 , and 29 to 40. For ease of illustration , three first 
embodiments , single band feeds 1810 ( e.g. , Ka - band feeds ) frequency band spot beams generated by single band feeds 
may be grouped into a cluster and may transmit and receive 1810 have been identified , such as fourth spot beam 1924 , 
signals using the single - band reflector 1870. Multi - band fifth spot beam 1925 , and sixth spot beam 1926 . 
feeds 1850 may be grouped into a different cluster and may In the spot beam layout 1900 of FIG . 19 , the first 
transmit and receive signals using the dual - band reflector 55 frequency band spot beams ( e.g. , Ka - band spot beams ) 
1860. In some embodiments , the dual - band reflector 1860 generated by single band feeds 1810 may have a different 
and the single band reflector 1870 may have different sizes . beamwidth than the first frequency band spot beams gener 
That is , where the dual - band communication satellite system ated by multi - band feeds 1850. For example , Ka - band spot 
1800 includes two or more shared reflectors , a shared beams generated by single band feeds 1810 may have a 0.8 
reflector in the two or more shared reflectors may be 60 degrees beamwidth , while Ka - band spot beams generated by 
different in size than another shared reflector in the two or multi - band feeds 1850 may have a 1.4 degrees beamwidth . 
more shared reflectors . In some embodiments , as the dual - band reflector 1860 ( FIG . 

In some embodiments , the dual - band communication 18 ) and the single - band reflector 1870 ( FIG . 18 ) may have 
satellite system 1800 may include one or more single band different sizes , some Ka - band spot beams generated by 
reflectors 1870. That is , one or more first shared reflectors 65 multi - band feeds 1850 may have a different beamwidth than 
may be for the plurality of single band feeds 1810. In some another Ka - band spot beam generated by single band feeds 
embodiments , the dual - band communication satellite system 1810. For example , a Ka - band spot beam 1915a generated 
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by a multi - band feed 1850 may have a 1.4 degrees beam second Ka - band spot beam EOC diameter 2024 and Ku 
width while a Ka - band spot beam 1924 generated by a single band variables ( collectively identified as 2060 ) . 
band feed 1810 may have a 0.8 degrees beamwidth . Accord In some embodiments , a beamwidth for a second fre 
ingly , the spot beam layout 1900 of FIG . 19 may include quency band spot beam ( e.g. , Ku - band spot beam ) may be 
multiple Ka - band spot beams having two different beam- 5 determined after the dual - band reflector size 2026 is deter 
widths . mined . That is , the dual - band reflector size 2026 may not be 

In some embodiments , Ka - band beamwidths may be determined based on a beamwidth for the second frequency 
derived based on the Ka - band system parameters , such as band spot beam ( e.g. , Ku - band spot beam ) . 
EOC , EIRP , and G / T requirements and / or targeted user or Although one single - band reflector 1870 ( FIG . 18 ) having 
ground terminal size . Once Ka - band beamwidths are deter- 10 a Ka - band reflector size 2022 and one dual - band reflector 
mined , respective reflector sizes , such as reflector sizes for 1860 ( FIG . 18 ) having a dual - band reflector size 2026 is 
dual - band reflectors 1860 and single - band reflectors 1870 , described with reference to FIG . 20 , embodiments of the 
may be determined based at least in part on the half - power present application may include two or more single - band 
beamwidth versus reflector diameter relationship illustrated reflectors 1870 and two or more dual - band reflectors 1860 . 
in FIG . 3 . In some embodiments where the satellite coverage perim 

Reference is now made to FIG . 20 , which is a chart 2000 eter may include non - contiguous areas ( see e.g. , spot beam 
illustrating details for providing spot beam layouts in accor layout 1100 described with reference to FIG . 11 ) , a spot 
dance with another embodiment of the present application . beam layout may have first frequency band spot beams ( e.g. , 
Similar to the chart described with reference to FIG . 6 , a first Ka - band spot beams ) generated by single band feeds 1810 
portion 2002 may relate to a Ka - band spot beam layout plan 20 ( FIG . 18 ) with a different beamwidth than first frequency 
2010 and a second portion 2008 may relate to a dual band spot beams ( e.g. , Ka - band spot beams ) generated by 
Ku / Ka - band spot beam layout plan 2070 . multi - band feeds 1850 ( FIG . 18 ) . As an example , a spot 

Similar to the chart described with reference to FIG . 6 , in beam layout that may be similar to the spot beam layout 
some embodiments , the first frequency band spot beam 1100 of FIG . 11 may include multiple Ka - band spot beams 
layout 2010 may be based on Ka - band system parameters 25 having two different beamwidth sizes . For example , a first 
2030 , such as coverage requirements and / or EOC , EIRP , and group of Ka - band spot beams ( illustrated in FIG . 11 at 
G / T requirements . In some embodiments , the first frequency locations 1 to 5 ) generated by multi - band feeds 1850 may 
band spot beam layout 2010 may also be based on a first have a different beamwidth than Ka - band spot beams ( illus 
frequency band beamwidth , such as a first Ka - band spot trated in FIG . 11 at locations 6 to 11 ) generated by single 
beam EOC diameter 2020. The first Ka - band spot beam 30 band feeds 1010 . 
EOC diameter 2020 may be associated with single - band Based on the foregoing examples , a dual - band commu 
feeds 1810 ( FIG . 18 ) . For example , the first Ka - band spot nication satellite system may include two or more reflectors . 
beam EOC diameter 2020 may be 0.8 degrees ( see e.g. , FIG . A reflector or a group of reflectors may be sized for a cluster 
19 ) . Once the first Ka - band spot beam EOC diameter 2020 of feeds . One cluster of feeds may include Ka - band feeds 
is determined , a single - band reflector 1870 size may be 35 and a second cluster of feeds may also include Ka - band 
determined based at least in part on the half - power beam feeds . Each cluster of feeds may propagate and receive RF 
width versus reflector diameter relationship illustrated in signals from differently sized reflectors . Accordingly , in 
FIG . 3 . some embodiments , a dual - band communication satellite 
As described , the second portion 2008 may relate to a dual system may generate a plurality of Ka - band spot beams , 

Ku / Ka - band spot beam layout plan 2070. Similar to the chart 40 where some Ka - band spot beams may have a beamwidth 
600 illustrated with reference to FIG . 6 , the dual Ku / Ka different than a second group of Ka - band spot beams . The 
band spot beam layout plan 2070 may be based on a different beamwidths may be generated as long as each 
Ku - band spot beam EOC diameter and a determination of group of Ka - band spot beams meet Ka - band system param 
the number and sequence order of multi - band feeds ( collec eters , such as EOC , EIRP , and G / T requirements . 
tively identified in FIG . 20 as 2060 ) . The Ku - band spot beam 45 Example embodiments of the present disclosure are not 
EOC diameter and the determination of the number and limited to any particular type of satellite or antenna . 
sequence order of multi - band feeds may be based on Ku The various embodiments presented above are merely 
band system parameters 2050. The Ku - band system param examples and are in no way meant to limit the scope of this 
eters 2050 may be similar to the Ku - band system parameters application . Variations of the innovations described herein 
650 identified with reference to FIG . 6 . 50 will be apparent to persons of ordinary skill in the art , such 

Further , the dual Ku / Ka - band spot beam layout plan 2070 variations being within the intended scope of the present 
may also be based on a second Ka - band spot beam EOC application . Additionally , the subject matter described 
diameter 2024. The second Ka - band spot beam EOC diam herein and in the recited claims intends to cover and embrace 
eter 2024 may also be determined based on Ka - band system all suitable changes in technology 
parameters 2030 , such as coverage requirements and / or 55 The invention claimed is : 
EOC , EIRP , and G / T requirements . For example , the second 1. A satellite system for providing dual - band satellite 
Ka - band spot beam EOC diameter 2024 may be 1.4 degrees coverage using a spot beam layout for a satellite coverage 
( see e.g. , FIG . 19 ) . Accordingly , as was illustrated in FIG . perimeter , the system comprising : 
19 , Ka - band spot beams generated by single - band feeds a plurality of single band feeds generating first frequency 
1810 ( FIG . 18 ) may have a different beamwidth than Ka- 60 band spot beams ; 
band spot beams generated by multi - band feeds 1850 ( FIG . a multi - band feed to generate a first frequency band spot 
18 ) . beam and a second frequency band spot beam concen 
Referring still to FIG . 20 , the dual Ku / Ka - band spot beam tric with the first frequency band spot beam , the first 

layout plan 2070 may be based on both the second Ka - band frequency band spot beam having a different beam 
spot beam EOC diameter 2024 and Ku - band variables 65 width than the second frequency band spot beam , 
( collectively identified as 2060 ) . Similarly , a dual - band wherein the plurality of single band feeds and the 
reflector 1860 ( FIG . 18 ) may have a size based on both the multi - band feed collectively provide the dual - band 
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satellite coverage , and wherein a plurality of first band spot beam are associated with a frequency band pair , 
frequency band spot beams includes the first frequency and wherein the frequency band pair is one of C - band / Ku 
band spot beams generated by the respective single band or Ka - band / Q - band . 
band feeds and the first frequency band spot beam 12. The satellite system of claim 1 , further comprising at 
generated by the multi - band feed ; and 5 least one additional multi - band feed , and wherein a number 

a digital channelizer to digitize an uplink signal received of multi - band feed is less than a number of single band via one of ( i ) a spot beam in the plurality of first feeds . 
frequency band spot beams or ( ii ) the second frequency 13. The satellite system of claim 1 , wherein the first band spot beam , and to route the digitized signal for frequency band spot beams generated by respective single 
transmission via the other of the spot beam in the 10 band feeds are overlaid on the second frequency band spot plurality of first frequency band spot beams or the 
second frequency band spot beam . beam generated by the multi - band feed . 

2. The satellite system of claim 1 , wherein the digital 14. The satellite system of claim 1 , wherein the multi 
channelizer is to digitize and route the uplink signal based on band feed further generates a third frequency band spot 
determining that a link between a gateway terminal and a 15 beam , the third frequency band spot beam having a different 
user terminal is below an operating threshold . beamwidth than the first frequency band spot beam and the 

3. The satellite system of claim 2 , wherein determining second frequency band spot beam , wherein the respective 
that the link is below an operating threshold includes deter first frequency band spot beam , the second frequency band 
mining that the link is degraded by weather conditions . spot beam , and the third frequency band spot beam is 

concentric with another of the first frequency band spot 4. The satellite system of claim 2 , wherein determining 20 
that the link is below an operating threshold includes deter beam , the second frequency band spot beam , and the third 
mining that a data transmission capacity associated with one frequency band spot beam . 
of the spot beam in the plurality of first frequency band spot 15. The satellite system of claim 14 , wherein the first 
beams or the second frequency band spot beam for trans frequency band spot beam , the second frequency band spot 
mission is in an overcapacity state . beam , and the third frequency band spot beam are associated 

5. The satellite system of claim 1 , further comprising a with a frequency band triple , and wherein the frequency 
first shared reflector associated with the plurality of single band triple is one of X - band / Ku - band / Ka - band or Ka - band / 
band feeds and a second shared reflector associated with the Q - band / V - band . 
multi - band feed , and wherein a size of the first shared 16. The satellite system of claim 1 , wherein the respective 
reflector is different than a size of the second shared reflec- 30 first frequency band spot beams are positioned adjacent 

another first frequency band spot beam of the plurality of tor . 
6. The satellite system of claim 5 , wherein a beamwidth first frequency band spot beams in the spot beam layout , and 

of the first frequency band spot beams generated by the wherein the plurality of single band feeds generate the first 
single band feeds is different than a beamwidth of the first frequency band spot beams using a color reuse frequency 
frequency band spot beam generated by the multi - band feed . 35 plan to mitigate co - channel interference from adjacent first 

7. The satellite system of claim 1 , further comprising a frequency band spot beams . 
shared reflector associated with both the plurality of single 17. The satellite system of claim 16 , wherein the color 
band feeds and the multi - band feed . reuse frequency plan is a 4 to 8 color reuse frequency plan . 

18. The satellite system of claim 16 , wherein the respec 8. The satellite system of claim 7 , wherein the spot beam 
in the plurality of first frequency spot beams is associated 40 tive first frequency band spot beams are non - contiguously 
with a first beamwidth and the second frequency band spot positioned from another first frequency band spot beam , and 
beam is associated with a second beamwidth , and wherein a wherein the color reuse frequency plan is a 2 color reuse 
size of the shared reflector is based on one of the first frequency plan . 
beamwidth or the second beamwidth for providing the spot 19. The satellite system of claim 1 , wherein the digital 
beam layout . channelizer digitizes the uplink signal to obtain a digitized 

9. The satellite system of claim 1 , further comprising a uplink signal to include a first signal portion for transmission 
first shared reflector associated with the plurality of single via a spot beam in the plurality of first frequency band spot 
band feeds and a second shared reflector associated with the beams and a second signal portion for transmission via the 
multi - band feed , wherein the first shared reflector is the second frequency band spot beam . 
same size as the second shared reflector . 20. The satellite system of claim 1 , wherein the received 

10. The satellite system of claim 1 , wherein the single uplink signal includes a first signal portion received via the 
band feeds are Ka frequency band feeds and the multi - band spot beam in the plurality of first frequency band spot beams 
feed is a dual Ka / Ku frequency band feed . and a second signal portion received via the second fre 

11. The satellite system of claim 1 , wherein the plurality quency band spot beam . 
of first frequency band spot beams and the second frequency 
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